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SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR RADIATION EFFECTS
D) SPACECBAFT THSHHAL CONTROL MATERIALS*
, f<-a *.
By J. E. O.Ullgan-fcj. P. Caren
f * v e ^ . . )
search Laboratories
SSILEa AHD SPACE COKPAHI
"Palo Alto, California 3
samua
* The methods and results of an Investigation to determine the mechanisms
*jty vhlsh solar reflector thermal control systems degrade under Individual
ifjnd combined ultraviolet and nuclear radiations are described. Appropriate
jjybptlcal and radiation effeeto theory are compared wit'n the published results
"irradiation experiments. In which transparent analogues of certain
electric and semiconductor plgmnnta have been studied. Conclusions bave
i reached regarding the equivalence of UV and nuclear radiation effects,
ojrtc causes of induced reflectance changes,' and possible Beans of limiting,
" c degradation due' to, these radiations. &tjX*k&fL.
- . W
KIEODDCTIOS
At the outset of the invextigiitionr '.^ ported In this paper, very little
as known about the nechanlana respo-jU -e" for the changes In thermal radiative
parties of thernal control systems. While the detailed mschanlstra still
•In unknown for many of these system, valuable insicht has been gained in
teralning the fundaaental causes of Oegradatloa. The paint systms dealt
1th In this paper aro the solar reflector (whit* paint) class, and in what
to follow, dasage (degradation) is defined as increased spectral absorptance
the, solar region of the elaelraragnetle spectiua.
" Ma Intend to show how the reflectance spectre of irradlstetf paint systems
i be.analjrsed by aeans of theoretiecl relationships end to sl.ca hm
age mechanisms em be' deduced therefrom. Additionally, it will bg
i hoi the dednetW:3 obtaiped fraa these analyses accord with physical
Observations. In order to explain.the basic causes of degradation, it is
ceesary to nndarstond, first, the fondazental properties tit. materials
govern their optical behavior} seeccd> the interaction nebanisns of
Tgttle radiation with tatter( and, third the defects which energetic
atlens produce and how these Ray effect optical properties. In section
a very brlaf sXeteb of these three topics win be given. Section 17 will
~jr*« /to daoage spectra of saveral typical paint syatens, compare then
> literature data, end speculate on the responsible danege cachanlama*
his work vno performed under Air Force Contract APt%(69S)-136.
: t.
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BACKGROUND THEORY
A. Optlral Properties I
Thp optical properties of solid opaque aul'St-a-ices hove h«cn treated by
many authors, Ref's 1-3. The ordinary developments of the theory seek to
obtain mathematical expressions for the absorption and reflection of
electromagnetic radiation as a function of basic material properties. Using
Maxwell's equations, Fresnel derived the rigorous expression for reflectance,
R, of a plans wave normally Incident on a smooth surface of a material with
Index of refraction, mi and extlnT'-.m coefficient, ki
8 • (n - 1' * k'
(n (1)
The variation of the properties n and k with photon energy (or wavelength) is
of lunedlate importance, '.nown as dispersion relations, these equations
express «ie depaodence of n and k on wavelength; they have boon derived on
both classics! and quantum rechanlcal theory. The expressions arei ,
Classical',
^
 T
 firm'
Quantum mechanical,
where
(2a)
(2b)
A ' volune polerlzabllity 1
'N • electron density ' ,
e "electronic charge '
m • electronic *aaa (
to * circular frequency
3" damping constent '
7" oscillator strength
uj" circular frequent at absorption maximum
V
The classical and the exact quantum mechanical expressions are nearly Identical,
s?d in fact, differ only In Interpretation. 9y ratlonall»ing eq.'sZand
equating real and imaginary parts, through the relationships:
N - n (ll- Ik),
and ?)2» i
' wa finally obtain
(3b)
, In order to show how theae forauiae pertain to real thermal control surface
1
 coatings, we not* that the optical properties of pigments and vehicles'can
be qualitatively described by theory if the dispersion relations srd ptysic.l
propertle ->f all the cwiponent.8 are known. In practice, however, the
dispersion relations are rarely knowir for components of typical themal
control, coating materials, and the reflectance of a jiren system must be
predicted from empirical correlations. Arong others^ the parameters which
deteraine reflectance include the ratio of Indices of refraction cf plgoent
»nd vehicle, plgnent-vehiile ratio, and pigment particle size (s). Rente
reflectance is not determined wholly by the optical properties of the
components but also by geometric, properties of the system, but the
dispersion relations remain vallfi and useful In qualitatively describing1
 R* , the dependence of reflectanco upon wavelength.
/
B. Energetic Radiation Interactions
In this section we wish to very briefly sketch the Important modes by
which energetic radiation interacts with matter (Bef. li, 5, and i>). In terms
of the .damage produced by absorption of energetic radiation, the net immediate
effect Is the production of fr»e electrons. Ganna (f ) radiation, through
the photoelectric effect, conptor. scattering, and pair production processes,
releases a large nuriier of free electrons. Heutrons (n) also producs them
indirectly S>y displacing atoms which behave as charged particles and througn
their interaction Creole dense lonltation tracks. Ultra-violet radiation
also is capable of creating free electrons, by supplying the energy required
to lift an electron from the valence band to the conduction band, or to the
exciton band fro» which it may be sxcited to the conduction band by «.r:«.rm»l
activation, (rnJ'e 3 i 7). Though the mechanlsai inr.-ived In ti-ase processes
are very different, it \a Important to realize the slmllarlv of their end
results, the production of fj'ee electrons, the fate of which Is of prloe
Interest In examining the observed degradation of Uj-—al control coterialu.
C. Defect, tbaorptlon
For the sake of simplicity, we refer to any raui««^ii-vc'*~ced condition In
a rater la 1 aa a "Defect." Since a real oetcrlal always contains a certain
density of "na*,tur»l" defects, it la of Importance to deteraine the effects of
changing tholr concentrations, as by radiation damage. A large nuaber of
different typoa of icfeols are known, but It will be of Interest to Identify
only those which can pooaibly iiiflnence solar absorptanee. As will beeonse
<;l«ar later, this Is not a ainple task; each material differs. In the
Identities of defects responsible for changes'in spectral reflecting, H^ .
Tho defects almost always Involve electron deficiencies or excesses, vacancies,
interatltlalB, »nd theiCOaMnations of thnsn. The F-cmter for example, la
on Bleot.ron trapped at m anlon vacancy, but this defect i» know, as an
"K'-cantor" when two electrons are *o trapped. The innortant point Is that
optical properties, especially In t'ne near Infrared, visible, and uv regions,
are sensitive to the local electronic structure <ff!d physical state of the
crystal. An extensive literature exists describing the investigations of the
effects of radiation on the optical properties of transparent naterials.
Alkali halldes have been studied In tbo greatest detail. Silicas also have
received considerable atter.tior. In contrast, very little wo* has been .
conducted on other ret'erlals with the exception of certain sf the semiconductors.
Along with the exjwrlnental phases of these studies, much theoretical work has
been acconpllahed *o obtain siod-quentitative estinates of the effects of
defects on optlial properties. Unfortunately, nost of the theoretical work
has dealt principally with slrole suostwv.es such as th« halldes. Hsny of
the therr-tlcal works '(Set.'a 8-15), nevertheless, provide Insight Into th»
efects of radiation on tho optical properties of nore couple* aaterlals.
An Inportrot theoretical anc experimental rasalt of work with alkali
halldes Is the correlation of positions of absorption band Fuodnm with
crystal lattice pnraretera. Itoown »a Mollwo relationships, these expressions
are us'ually given In the forn
(u)
*%• - frequency »t absorption band1 naxlimn I
d - crystal Interatonie distance
n » constant depending upon the type of defect, producing th&
absorption
e • constant
Ivey (Ref. 16) has Improved Nollwo's original correlations and gives
both calculated and experimental viluea forZJ,fo- Eost ol t>w alkalt-
halldea. Still another loDortact expression,5»~ibe well-kno«iu Sialola'a
• forsola, (Ref. i & 8).which relates optical absorption to the dtnrlly of
defects producing It. ' - ' -'
»'*
Here ft • osalllator strength of Ith type defect*
Ht • density of defects of Ith ty.e. en"3
n • Indaz of refroctlcn of host nsdlua
W^ • area rawer absorption eiirve due to ^"typs defoct
i llie abore statsimnts apply nnlnly to transparent materials and partlcvlarly
to the alkali halldes., To <nake use of the Uieory touched upon here in
Interpreting radiation affects lc solid opaque nuterlala, Fresiiel's
Equation (eq. 1) and the dispersion equations (ea.'s 3) must be applied.
Is k Increases, we see that the l.ndox of refraction, n, goes through a
nlnlsra in the neighborhood of an absorption band, and rhe reflectance
. nesses through a ula'jcma. The extension of the above theoretical results to
opaqtw syst^BS thus <i9pends upon how Froansl's law I'olloirs the dispersion
Delations, a DC how the ipartxeters In the l?ttor depend upon defect structure.
D. Related Eiipe'rloantal Be suits
Before exeninlng data ws will discuss the general results of aany
Investigators, principally those pertaining to alkali halidea a.w silica
stnactores. Because of the tmenslty of the data and the lar;.e nm*er of
Important contributors, we have not in the following discussions credited
spec5.fic uuuiori tot have eonplled under appropriate headings a representative
bibliography free Wrlch we have obtained the bnlk of the Inforution presented.
In the silicas (we aso this tero broadly to desl.^nate any systen which contains
the basic silica strueikrej (juarts, fused silica, silicate glasses, etc.),
11. « found that several bends develop under irradiation which are spe'.lflc
to ths S10], syttea, and others which are attributable to Impurity atoruu.
?ach ba.Td produced hos been Identified with (t:signed to) a particular
type of <.';fect. Because of interactions between defects, the assignments are
nade in nmy cases ty noting how the destruction of one band leads to the
fomatlon or .enhancement of ano'Jler. Thla latter analysis Is an extreoely
loportan-t one in explaining the dependence of danage upon U» wavelength of
damaging and/or HeieMng ultraviolet radiation.
With traaspan<nt cat«rlal3 a mufcer o'f con-ion mr^lts .4re obtained. First,
the Cf)ic«ntotlon cf defects to produce neasur*ble absorption Is of the order
of 101' CK~^(ref. 19) and to prodoee oskimn absorption (daturatien) la ct the
order of 10*° c*~'- Jtete that Saekola'a fonsula Eq. 5 predicts th* sane
range.) Secnnd, dafects corapr'jted of single electron defldennas or excesaes
produce bands at shorter «ave>nglis (are aore energetic) t!an do those
cosprlsed .-f •oltlple type defects, (e<n>pv«, for example, the location of
absorption bands in alkali halldes cue to F- or.d M- centers (ref. 16). TAlrd,
lllrainatlon of x- ory^imdiat*! nterials with light of wavelengtb(s) in
the energy region of the Inducvd absorption band will decrease tne aano
intensity; the 'holes* or electrons liberated In the process oay becraa
traoped et other defect sites tn nroduce or enlonoe othrr bands. Fourth,
there «xt>t* for each rater in fir sy«taa of zsterialj « wavslitngth above
which the Incident radiation will cjase no d»rage; ihls wavelength alvays
! >
lies tr. the, uv region of <i-e electromagnetic spaetrua for dielectric
material? and la lu ihs infrared region 'for many semiconductor materials.
Fifth, the rat* «t' which damage is produced under Irradiation diminishes
exponeiitla.Ui with, Increasing dog*; thin behavior eventually •as.rlfest.s
Itself «3 an asymptoiict approach to en equilibrium concentration of
dof-acti and thus to an equilibrium optical damge level.
EXPSRIIfan-AL RESULTS
A. Introductory 3a?arVe i
In order that the objectives of this section can be better understood,
UK will Tirol list the ime-Jlate results of the studies and then shot how
Uioao "are obtained by examining tfc.e reflectance spectra of irr.idiatod
naterlals. I .
1. In paiAt syst-sas containing semi-conductor prLtpvyit.1!, TiO «, ZnO, ,,
and ZnS (coed gaps'V J.J eV.), th« pigaent alone de'terminea tKe observed
fiamage; the vehicle inflaetf.es the n-iuj.t of damage bat does not Influenca
tho cluracter of the darags spectra. ,- , .
2. In paint systems containing dielectric pl*aon<:e, the aaoa ttcviftlusion
can be reached as above, em-opt in the case .of Inorganic allies I* vehicles,. "
•hire there are effects definitely attrlbuta'jle to Tehlsln djnag*. "' '• ?
3. Degradation "or semi-conductor pignent* is due mainly tc j>hc>to-
redaetion {oxidation of tt» volatile anlon), .and to a lesser extent vbe
fomatlrc of colar centers. .' |
It. Degradation of dielectric pignen',a (and silicate vehicles) la
principally due to the. forvstice of colcr -.enters. • - . ' . ,
Conclusions } Si U bvve been reached principally on the basin of ttn- ". ^.
results of experiments reocrted li. th» lit.-5ratore, but >ivc b»».n verified by'
work at iJCC and to a leaser extent by the <:onparatlvc slallxa (.ierlbed.
below. Conclusion 3 is not difficult to undcra'tsod wVn it la realised that
. the fundamntal absorption edges of riO> , etc. lie at vmrelcngUis easiiy
obtained in Rany. types of solar aljmiKtJng uv sources; In the cose vtiere a
radiation of uafelength shcrt«r thaa fte edge wavelength la absorbed,
an electron is raised froa the valence to the eondoeUon band] Khan thia ."'
occurs vlth the an Ion, the snitm la ..reduced rnd has a high prcbabllltr for
escaping the lattice structure (undftr the influenee of ttonal energy).^ As
anioo is renmed, the cations ore reduced eventually to free »et*i atoxsj ''
the effect dnrln? tMa process is tc Inttut-e free carrier absorption.
The differences in d«;7«dailon ceehanlsas between seai-condaator pljienta |
and dielectric pigments .now bec7« core clear. With dielectric's^ dajMi^e
occurs principally in the short .vavelenjths. end is dae to bud absorption. .
T*irsdati«n in the semiconductor pigments stens prlncloally fro* free «urrl«rj
/ end results in decreased mar Infrared reflectance.
B. Data Analysis
I The-d»t« presented tiere are spectral gbs^rptance data, taken frosa ,
spectral reflectance curves in tha vavelengih region 0.275 to 1.6)01 by
subtracting the latter from unity. Reflectances wore measured using
! a Gary Model lit doablebeam spectro-photoneter vlth an Integrating ephnre
•ttaehnent. ff'jsorptjnca as used 'oere la the ratio of energy absorbed to
that Incident. This must be carefully distinguished from absorption
coefficient, and extinction coefficient, all of which have specific
manings. '
The data presented In this section, unless othervflsa noted, pertain to
samples i#iieh have ncetved a nuclear radiation dose of approximately 10 a
of gasna and $ X 101" neutrons ( Pa J.1««»y) /en2, and approxlnately 200
oun hours cf 0V irradiation. The 9V and naclear doses wore achieved noa
currently. Soae data will be given which pertain to saipleo irradiated
nlBultaneoualy by nuclear and UVj in these cases the nuclear doses were
•,'Jie siae a« above, but the 0V dosxa exceed $00 sun hours. This '.sfornatlon
is glv«M for Mie sate of coaplateneaay bat bears little on the Qualitative
aiipeeta of damage analysis. Except as noted, all data pertain to irradiations
conducted in vaeuo.
1. Silicsta Plgnmts
In fig. 1 Is shorn the apactnl absorptanee ot the ayateai
Llthtfj»x/3odlu» Silicate. (The notation used.here 1st plgcsnt/vehlcle).
Lltnufrsx, has the appraxixait; stolehloaetrie fomulj Llj 0*Alj Oj^S^Oj,
In th'la flgere are etitnn the pre-lrradlatloa (control),»-j and 07 irradiated
spectra. Pig. 2 shovs tJ?« apectrs for the system OTtrox/Potasslaa
SlllcsVa. An experlnmtal system comprlMd of Lithium Flucrida (LlF)/Sidiaa
Silicate is shown L: Fl£. 3. By Intcreoaparlng these three figures ona
. con insftdlately seo the close similarity of 0V and nucle&r d&aag'e spectra in
sillect« syatess. Of parti>rnlar UqxrUhee is Fig. 3 which shows silicate
vehicle iVmge; we assuso Uvtt the LlF'i'oes not chederlly react with the
vehicle. Th» peak in then-yspeetrvn at O.hS/*" corresponds alnast exactly
' with that reported by I«ey at the K-eenter absorption band peak
(Ref. 16 <nd Sef». themln). Further Indication of vehicle damage say
be seen In Fig. b whi-h shows the spectra for OjFySodiaa Sflicate. The
^ peak at 0.575/1 in the nuclear curve does not show up In the UV curve. This
• effect Is r.irt welt understood. It Is <apparent fro* rig.'s J and li that the
alkali halld? daxagc, wMch is well lunm froa the literature, car. not account
for the total dosage obsenre-1 'and that the vehicle mat olso be ds=at;«d.
Other* data, net include-d, lead to t^te two eascla-fiozka that the opectral
d-ratga ie not quail-Utlvely a function of pigmnt-reMcle .ratio, and thet
donga to silicate pigncnts (Uthofrax, oltrox, etc.) e«o not be qualitatively,,
• dlstlngu.S*had froa oi'Ucate vehicle dawige. Fl«. ' olio proa-rats data for
. the ajstcB^mtrot/AlusinuB Phosphate. K^re sgtic aili^aV. daaagi In
«vi-ltnced in tha Iccatlon of -die absorptanee peaks, be', the differences in tie
. _L , • " -)
^•z£~$^$*ffis%'
^^LL^Zg^S^gL.
danage spectre between the silicate and phosphate vehicles -ire equally •
apparent In both the 0V and nuclear carres.
Our aralyses have been nade on the basis of the following considerations
First, the spectra shown have been compared with respect to the position of
absorptance peik*, since Ue various radiation sources employed will differ
in their respective abilities to Induce damge in any given hand. Since
the bandwidth, and to a minor extent the peak wavelength of the bsnd.will
alao vary depending upon irradiation conditions. Second, the uavelength for
sdninun absorption (extinction) will differ from that for minimum reflectance(Ref. 3). Sillo» systems in gen art 1 develop, under Irradiation, absorption
bands at 2.3, It.]., and S.S ev. The latter peck will not significantly
Influence solar absorptance. Tse 2.3 ev. and U.6 ev. peaks ere actually
observed as sbsorptanee praks at ?.0 and 3.1 ev., the displacements agreel^
rether veil with the theoretical shift of 9^2, whure g is the width of the'
absorption band (in ev.) at half maximum height. Third, all silicate
systems, with the exception of Llth'sfrox, in a nuclear environment, shew
the sane,relative dmlopneet of the 2.0 and 3.1 ev. absorptance bands. The
very large themal neutron cross-nectlon of I Lithlun may account for the
disproportionate (increased) develornent o^tta 2.0 ev. absorptenee band.
Fig. 5 illustrates tho latter pclntj the positions of reflectance minim
are the same for etch curve .end,with the exception of riticlear irradiated
Lithafraz, the damage, ^ >ectra are quite similar. ' ,
Several systematic studies have been reported 1ji which sbdjun silicate
glasses containing varying levels and identities of Imjurltles have been ''
irradiated (ref's. 17, IE, 19 and 20). (A bibliography of radiation effects
in silicas la given «t the end of the references). As a result,, the-nature of
the defect which gives rise to the 2,3 ev. band has been veil established .
as substitutions}, ilodnra (H) Imparity (i.e., Al atom occupying oonal
silicon sites). Sane.speculation, haieur, does persist in describing the
electronic nature of this defect - whether tho nelgiborlng oxygen captures
a hole or whether the. atom exists in the vacancy together with an alkali
etc*. The latter explanation eee&a to bo favored, particularly in yiev of
the fact that silicate glassee containing alumfcnn will not develop 2.3 ev.
bands under Irradiation without a captain amount of alkali atoms present,(Haf. 17). Irrespective of the electronic" nature of thle defect, the
import of these finding lies in the possibility of purifying thV »lllcat«
uystJ»j to renove as orach Al Impurity ,aa possible, and thus achieving nosh
rare stable silicate paint systems. The nature'of the' U.lev band defect" • .
still remains obscure, although It apparently also Involves on Al Impurity"(probably interstltl*} ^ association with'an 7-center or with so alkali
atom. Purtter increases in silicate paint system stability are unlikely
until the defect(a) responsible for the d.l ev. tend are better identified.'
The.corves of damag- -spectra shown In Fig's 1 - 5 display the feet
that'vjv and nuclear produce tiw samr defects. The differences in optical
effects lie chiefly in the relative intensities of tiro bands pzodeeed. The
sans effect? have been foand In Ov, X-, ganraa and electron 'irradiation of *
transparent silicate glaesiw (see bibllogrephy-siilcas), thet.is, t.V .
sane relative development of the absorption bands. In the present work'' '"
8 ' ,
this is not necessarily to bo anticl-.ated - for two reasons! first, til*
neslron induced damage may fce expwted to augment the development of ono
or ror« bands but with a different "efficiency" for, eachi second, tho changes
' i.. reflecttne* are coppiei functions of all ths bards (sae eq. 3).
Other In-estlgators (Ref. 2J , 2'i end 23) haw stucrfed the kinetics of
• ndfatlon Induced color| centers. TI.J resulto of >helr snslyaes can be
expressed functionally by the equation
dtf «
i where N. ' "iBl>«1' of centero/unit volnm
t1 - tine
4 - constant, depending upon Irrsdlatton rate ani tenperetura
B • constant, depending upon temperature
the actual expressions for the growth rate of absorption bands
inmlve uuch noie coapllcated terns than those given in Eq. 6. The important
res-.ilte of 'these studies include the qualitative prediction of rate-and
temperature-dependence of optical danage, and the further elucldatloo of
' haw! defect in Interactions. In the cane of inorganic solar reflecioro, rate-
<tep«nt!«nee rarely occurs (the reciprocity law), while conslxisrable tenpemtare
dependoice has beer observed. Fl«. 6 shows damage spectra of naterUla
irradiated itt 77°S. -The explanation for the greatly increased abaorpt*ir i
-In these samples Is that &ifeets normally unstable or easily bleached at rooa
'•' temperatore are not tbenally aeti»ated at 77°K. The defects nomllypresent in a crystal ar,e greatly lutreased in number by neutron radiation,
and at 77TC these are "frown In", thu* increasing by one or rare orders of
i magnitude the nunber of defect sites available for electron or hole capture .
Tfce Tarley multiple Imitation uechnniw (Ref. 2li) Mould oulte likely serve
1
 <o Intensify this affect.
' Fro» the epictra eo far shorn plus those referred to, it is evident
that 07 end rnelaar Irradiations produce the sane defecta. end, an w* h»7e
shown, 0V irradiations cause absorption bands at 2.3 tnd ii.l ev., the
latter being orach more broad and intense. Experiments have shavi that whan
.DV radtat'.on of wavelength longer than 3503 I is used, the damage sp?ctrun
' differs Markedly tmm that observed when radiation of wavelengths shorter than
* rbout 3000 i is used. A rlrplfl way of- understanding this Is to note Uiat
defects are always forced in calrej for exa«x>le, when a vacancy is created and the
displaced aton goes Into an Interstitial site, or when an electron, raised to
i the conduction band, is cap tared by a vacancy - In the litter case, a
po»itiv» holfl la created at the «toa which lost the electjon and <n F-center ot
, an anlon vacancy which captured it. when pairs of defect sites are created,
each will behtve optically according to the new electronic environment in which
it exists. Tnna, each will tend tc capture whatever type(s) of particle wlU
re-establlan local elactr^-ceutrality. Havelength dependence will arise ae a
raenlt of the dlff«rent rates ai which these defecta will capture ulectrons,
helot, ««ltotis, or displaced at'oos and the different rates at which they will
absorb incident radiation, - In this case, solar radiation. Bleaching •
experiments (see Bibliography! slllcan). In which x- or tgama-lrr;adl» tftd
materials are mibsoqxiently exposed to W and/or visible re di.-.tlon, In
••emonatratlng the inter-relationships between band defects, hava also . i,
pointed up the sensitivity of equilibrium band Intensity to wavelength and
intecalty of bleaching radiation. Fig. 7 compares the soeotre for Urn >
tystc* Llthafrax/Sodlan Silicate Irradiated by, concurrent and non-concurrait 0V &
nuclear radiations. Thase curves show a strong inter-dependence or uv
and nuclear radiations and, more Importantly, they show that ttie degradation
sustained In non-concurrent radiations cannot bo used to predict degradation
when these two envlronnsnts are concurrent. I
2. SenJeonduetor Pigments I
I
In this section we will discuss the damage spectra of paint systems
comprised of eemicoidactor pigments in both silicate and silicons vehicles.
! In either case the danage spectra, allowing for such vehicle effocts as
silicate damage and characteristic silicons absorption, will be ascribed to
induced fres carrier absorption. The lack of any band structure in the
damage spectra of these point system nay be regarded as an indication of
free carrier absorption. The fact that the b and gaps of these pigments ,
(TiOj, ZnO, and-ZnS) lie at approximately 3.2 ev. strongly suggests that
these pigments my Indeed undergo photo-reduction when llliralnated by 0V
light of corresponding or greater phctcn energy. Experiments conduct'"'
: et U<SC end by oth-r investigators have clearly shewn'the difference batmen
; '• .vacuum and air irradiations of paint systems containing ttese pignents. In
• "; i general these experiments have established the dependence -of many electronic
properties oftiOj. ZnO, and InS upon the environment daring 37'illumination.
• The Observations of photoconductivity In these materials, when Irradiated
' with 07 photons with energies equal to or exceeding band jap energies, and
of the dependence of photoconduetive, current upcn the nature and pressure of
the environnent, sdds further credibility to the arguments for Induced
free carrier absorption. Theory predicts that free carrier absorption will
follow the dispersion equations in which Otis set equal to zero.7-The optical
i would then be obtained from the fornuUe . • ' ,
<J*sL y
* 2. **•*,«. iafVJ/
C » dlelectrleveonstant .
f, • electric permittivity'of. free apace
m, • effective mass CT the J type carrier
- •' • *' • ' r.' l
• • 1 0 ^ ' '
(7b)
' '- ,. I" '••
;:;"' >'"•'••
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Th«s< equations predict decreasing reflectance with Ir.creaslnj frequency,
a real paint system, however, the optical properties will bo given by a
combination of eq's } and 7, that is, tp an expression of the form
In
Since there' are a mu*»r of unknowns in these equations. It la extremely
difficult to obtain other than a qualitative notion of how reflectenie will
vary with wnveJ.eneth. This difficulty is coapounded by the feitt that the "H"
and "e" valuas In eq. 8 will be dependent, far a riven paint Tj;st«ro, upon
the product of intensity and tine, and perhaps on each fr.ct'.per.iently. Therefore,
it should not be surprising to find that tl.e raflectp:;<-n of a seDlcondnctor
paint system with induced free carriers will not fit general display dange
spectra typical sf fre« carrier (neUilltc) absci'ptlon. Indeed, as can be
seen frca Fig.'s 6 -~ 10^ reflectance decrease? with decretf.sing wavelength.
This can be explained by pignei£-vei>Ul-r '••iteractlono, each as those due to
geoaetrlcal effects, chemical reaction, etc. nevertheless, the absencn of
any induced band structure In the ttaaage spectra lJ obvious. In the
caseiof the silicone vehicles, ".r. note that the danage spectra conttln the
original ahsorptonce bands,cSaracterlBtic of the polyraethyl-ollorans
polynsrs, thus showing that slllcone vehicle 6bnage, if any, does not, tffect
solar absorptance. Or. the oth^r hand, the systors with silicate veK^v-.-as
exhibit danage in the 3.0 ev. region. A tentative explanation of these
findings is that vehicle* with loosely bound oxygen atons will give them up
to the pigment rather easily under irradiation, thus offering the pigment
some degree of utablllty.
Other evidence suggesting induced free carrier absorption Is the
-fact that seaivnduetor paint systems when irradiated in air by nutloer
radiation oftan exhibit Increased, rather thm decreased, reflectance. This
can Be explained on tl:e basis of an lucresoed competition of tte 2nd term
.In 6Xj. 8 to dominato the spectral character of the irradiated material, and/
or by noting that the pigment nay. Initially, have-been slightly reduced and
:ls oxlrilced In the presence of air during irradiation.
The similarity of .the 07 and nuclesi spectra of the saaleon4;ictoT
paint, systems, as ohown in fig's 8 - 10, indicates that' the damage nachanisos
are identical. The explanation follows the mm arguments offered previously
regarding the formation of defects in pair*. In the realcaxtaetor system,
however, only one of these defects is laportmt in effecting enangaa in
i. solar absorptance. Fron then dlsrasstons it aeons clear thjt ths
seoteondnetor paint aystess could be laprowd la stability by providing aore
loosely bound anions or by making their escape less probaMo, or both.
U
CONCLUSIONS
The Important re evils of t-hle Investigation follon directly from the
stat«wepts rade in Soetisn IV A. and froa several rt'er observations rade •/•
In the body of this'paper. We on sunurlio these In this nay. Pallet
syatena conprloed of dielectric plgaents will in general avatain reflectance
changes due to Induced absorption bands, but since tna develotmant of
these bends depends upon the initial concentration of defect*, degradation
may be mlninitau by reducing the nuvfeer of initial defeots. Thus,,id the
case of silicate plgnenta, damage uould be lessened by ninlnltin; initial
aluminum Impurity. Semiconductor paint syatana. degrade chiefly because
of the photo reduction of tlie pigment and consequent generation ef fne
ccrriers. The latter effect could be minimized by radioing the effactive
loss of volatile anion from the pignent. From .theory and fron tha dat*
given In the figures, we can speculate about the 'jeqrerature dependence
of radiation induced daoaee. In the cast! of '07-isolation, duuge weald
be directly dependent" upon te=r-er»turej. in'other voi-ds, daaage would be_ . -
snail at cryogenic temperatures and,wuld b» se"«re a;. high teBperetvrSsi
Danage due to gama radiation aloiie'vould produce roughly the Ksa traparature
dspenderc*, except that at cryiienls texiperatcriiS, the "teiige would.be
y gn«ter relative tc 0V. & neutron-gaarai-^Vaatlon envlrohrad)
produce severe dapage at both cryogenic ^^-elevsted temperetakes*
3.
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N Mlcrcmeteoroid flux (number of Incident particle! per square
meter per second)1
 i
m Mass of a rnicrumeteoroid j ,
m Cut off raaca (minlr.ium mass of s micrometeorjid)
o . ii > ,
V Volume . "
v Velocity of Kie micrometeo.Told
MICROMETECROIDS IN SPACE :i ~"
I
Flashes acres* the night sky have long proclaimed the oxiste--;,, at
meteor-olds in space. In fact, an estimate of the number of raeteovoide in
spaze was first deduced by counting the number of meteor streaks of a certain
intensity in a certain section in the sky and thereby calculating the lumber
that wccld pass through a square metn- per second. This number i i called
the meteoroid flux and actually is an accumulative n-imber because It is the
total number of meteoroids which have a meteor intensity greater than a given
intensity.
The efficiency of changing mass to the energy ooted in the ma:«or trails
has been calculated by several investigators [1,2] . As a result of these
.studies, it It possible to plot the flux of meteoroids greater than a given mass.
This plot results in a straight line when using a log-log coordinate system,
and can be extended into the region where meteor trails would not be observable
here on the earth. These supported particles are called micrometeoroidi. and
from the extrapolated line they are expected to be IT uch more numerous than
observable meteorites-because of the negative slope of the plot.
Observations of the loAUcal light and the scattering of the F-corona
of the sun give additional evidence that a comparatively large number of micro-
meteoroids exist [ 3) . A measure o» the amount of mass accretion of duep-
sea tedlme&is has also givan an indication that a large number cf meteoroids
has settled to the earth's surface. Recent satellite data have given addition*;
information.
>
Essentially two types of satellite experiments exist. One measures
the sound produced when a particle strikes a sounding board attached to a
pie EO-electric crystal. The amplitude of the sound generated can be related
to the mr-menturr, of lie particle through a ground-based calibration over a
limited particle velocity range. The other type of measurement either involves
perforating, or piercing, a material acd releasing a jas or shorting a capacitor.
A calibration of a device of this sort indicates that the thickness of the perforated
material is almost a linear function of the energy of the particle. Unfortunately,
these two types of measurements sometimes disagree by four orders of magni-
tude where the microphone date are high and the perforation data are low.
This discrepancy can be explained by various difficulties in calibration er
perhaps by the fact that different types of phenomena are being measured. Even
the basic assumptions may not be correct. For example, one speed is usually
assumed in all calculations in the reduction of data, depending upon the tnves-
tigitor Thus, velocities of 15 to 30 kil-Mnevere have been assumed af the
average [ 3] . An average density of the particle is also used and if the guess
is wrong, i.e., if the :nicrometnoroid is underdense, then the perforation data
would be expected to'bt lower than the microphone data. In Fig. I a plot of.
the most authoritative {lux laws is given.
In the following discussion, a parameter study vill be stressed moic
than any one flux law because there ntill exists a large uncertainty of the
micrometeoroid environment ?n space.
THE EFFECTS OF MICROMETEOROID IMPACTS ON SURFACES
Micrometeoroid damage to a surface may be classified into throe types:
(1) the case in which the micrcmeteoroid penetrates all the way through the
material and Is designated as perforation. (2) the case, related to the above,
in which the micrometeoroid does not penetrate all the way through the ma-
terial but,forms a crater, and (3) the case distinguished by a surface removal
, accomplished by cratering, and perhaps exposing a substrate surface. Emphasis
is placed on the cratering phenomena because perforation is relatively rare
' for any incident particle and real thickness. Likewise, sur/ice removal vould
be extremely small even for an extreme amount of time, and, hence, it wilt
also be excluded.
The cratering of materials for large particles has been studied e:.te.-.-
sively. At first, a great deal of confusion existed in trying, even empirically,
to describe what was happening, but now a. few ideas are generally accepted.
The penetration of a particle of relatively glov velocities is almost a linear
function of momentum and at very high velocities is 3 Junction of energy. This
idea is depicted in Fig. 2 and is dependent on the material of the particle and
of the target. At some puint great'-r than the transition poii i, thi craters
broaden into a hemispherical shape. This transition re.gioi* occurs around
2-5 km/sec for soft metals, 7 km/sec for aluminum, and Ugh«..- for ttie more
brittle materials, but generally under 11 km/sec. Usually the Average cpeed
assumed fc? micrometeoroidi in space is equal ta, or greater than. IS fcm/cec
and would produce hemispherical cratern characterise of the hypervelocity
region for most metals. Brittle materials have i tendency to shatter around
th* crater.
The cratering efficiency in the hypervelocity region U nieastr/ed ex-
perimentally, although-there ire son-.e attempts to write a descriptive jquaU<m.
.The empirical data can be given as a constant K where
V = KE
relating V (the volume of a crater) and E (the energy of the impacting particle).
Table I lists several values for K in the bypervelocity region.
One would expect that the inside surface of the craters would be Afferent
from the original surface. Figure ? shows a copper plate which was bombarded,
cut. and etched, indicating that'thtro is a considerable amount of "mechanical
working" near the surface, demonstrated by the lack of large crystalets as one
approaches the crater surface. This mechanical working is very similar to
buffing and actually doe* not have to extend too far beneath the eurt'ace to affect
the emissivity, since, for .a ir.etalle,most of the electromagnetic energy is
• emitted at "a ispth of less ihan 100 A . For low velocities, fragments of the
impacting particle may be partially buried in the crater wall. These fragments
may still exist at higher Velocities although probably at a much «naUer!|il«a.
In the hypervelocity region, the surface is not contaminated by .fragments of
the impacting particle because at th*so velocities the crater continues to grow
cvc= after th? particle lias b*sa consumed.^
i ' *
ANALYTICAL DERIVATION OF THE CHANGE
IN EMITTANCE DUE TO CRATERING
The emittance of a surface is defined as the ratio of the amount of
energy radiated per second by a unit area of surface at a particular tempera-
ture to the amount of anergy that is radiated by 3. perfect radiator (black body)
of the same area and at the same temperature. Mathematically thii can be
written as: , •
e = W/Wfe ; (U
Thus the change in emittance is given by.
e0 = initial emittance
W = radiative energy flux « energy radiated per
second and unit of area
Wb = radiativ* energy flux for > black body p
Wn = radiative energy flux for the cratered surface
( W0 = Initial radiative energy flux
The amount of energy emitted by the cratered sa.nple I? given by the
sum of the energy emitted by the cratered and uncratcrcd portion.
(3)
where
AT
' AT = total area of the surface of interest
1
 Ac = cratered area
AT -Ac = area not cratered
F*WC/WD= configuration factor
The quantity F is the ratio of the radiative energy flux of a hsmispheri -
cal surface to that of a black body and may be1 considered as a function of geom-
etry und the emittance of'the crater. The name "configuration" will be used
for this term.
v Substituting this expression into Eq. (Z), the change in emittance can
be written as:
(4)
where:
e s the emittance
Aa w- the change'/A emittance . . -< , -: , •*
en = the emittance of the'stirfase after cratering"
ec * the emittance inside a crater
The configuration factor for a diffuse ellipsoidal crater can be calculated
in almost the same manner as the hemisphere although not as easily, Remember
.^'that the configuration factor is defined as thc.ratio of the energy emitted by the
crater to the energy emitted by a black body with the same size opening Thus:
F = energy emitted and reflected from the crztar
energy emitted by a black body with the same size opening
11
The energy emitte<*|directly from an element of area dAi on the ciater wall
•would be: ' I >
Energy emitted directly dA, = ecWb -°" ^ co°
*
R?o
dA
(5)
:V
 < 1 , ,,
where the quantities|are defined ir. tl>e Fig. 4 and where G(l,0) is the fraction
of the energy from dA, passing through A0 .
u
The amount'of energy reflected ouce from the element of area dA|
would be:
a
(Energy reflected once) dA, = ec (1 (-ec) Wb £l-GO , 0)} G (1, 0)
(Energy reflected twice) dA, = e£ (1| - ec)2 W£-;i-G (1,0))
' r I \f J G(Z.O) cos / i i c o a f i , ^ . ^/ S z ' * > dAj
G(l.'o) (6)
l-G(l .O)
From the first mean value integral theorem, the iiicegral can be ex-
pressed by: i I • ,
rrC(2.0)cosf. cospA^ =G(e,0) f cos P. cos P. dA.
J V. »R,s _/ J »-R'"t
(1 -G( l ' .O) ) (1 -G( l .O) ) ,
(7)
'where G ( £ , 0 ) is a function of a constant £ where 0 ^ 6 * P . For; the
hemisphere case 5 - z, and the energy reflected twice from dA, is equal to
i , I
ec(l -e,.)1 W b ( ; - G( l ,0) ) 2 C,(l,0) .
I
i The e;act expression for a general ellipsoidal case could easily be computed,
but since the approximation will occur only after the first reflection, it will
obviously be minor when the surface has a fair-sized emittance and/or when
the crater is nearly hemispherical.
1
 For three reflectiono. or more, the energy reflected from dAj would
i bt approximately equal to ec(l -ec)n V/b (! -C.J1, 0»n G(>, 0) wiicre "n" is the
number of reflections that occur.
Thus, the amount of energy emitted and reflected from the crater would
be equal to
0(1,0) }_, (1 -ec)n (1 -G( l ,0) ) n dA,
;
e c W b G ( 1 > 0 > ' ff^'b0 '1-1 '" **!
1 -(1 -e c ) ( l - G ( l . 0 » **>*•• j^TTT^cT 1!!.0>
and the configuration factor then is gives by:
f —
F
 " A0 177 G(l.O) J dA, (8)
If ec = 0, then F = 0 which means that no amo-m of energy emitted
!' would be equal to zero. If all the emitted energy from the crater ?/«re re-
l> fleeted, then from Eq. (8). F = ec A,/^ which is valid. If ec = 1. then
F = /•GILJ A, 0) dA, = I ,
and must be equal to one because the structure of any perfectly radiating BUT -
face does net changj? its effective emittance.' •»
'
 l
 ' ' ' r ~. . ' " ~ ,The percentage of energy emitted through the opening of the crator, Ao ,
is usually called thr'geometry factor and can be represented by the function
G('.,0). There' are several methods of finding an expression for G(l,0), but
the simplest seems io be a method described by Sparrow [4] . Here G(l,0)
is defined by: '
co.ftco.ft.dAB
opening
(IP - HI) dv0 - (y0 -yi) dgp
/
+ mt Jo
' ("o ---i
opening 2fS.,\
4 , , (fg • Vii dxp -
*
 n> Jopening 2 » R >
-xi), dy0 (9)
where 'i, mi, and nj are thb direction cosines of the normal to the elemental
area dAi . The dirnction cosines can easily be figured and are given by:
I i TOI = (IOJ
and TI, «|, «i, a, t,, m, are constants when integrating over dAo . Since[only a line integral is being considered, ro = b, zo = 0, and 8O is the'variable.
Thus, using these considerations and several steps later
GO.O) =
or substituting In for R2 ,
' 2ff Jopening
where Av B» Cp D( and E are constants given by:
BE - D (A + C)
cos (6| - o»
A =
Vp1 r,» + bl <b« - r
-b'Vb' -r,1
Vp' r,1 4 b' (b1 -
C =
(13)
where the constants and variables are-defined'in Fig. 5 and where, in a cyli-j-
drical coordinate system, . • ". • • t ,- • ,:
 t
x,, = *0 cas 90 ' ,
To = ro •"> c't
In order that this contour integral be positiv*, it must be integrated clockwise
around the opening. A function of arctan ie evaluated with a similar argument,
but since it is a many valued function, the evtiu&ted solution of the integral
equations is: '
(14)
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 v.
* :
—^i_iiv2a^-u:-ii=i_.
Substituting in value a of A, B, C, D, and E in term a of &t. p, and b, Eq, (14)
reduces to: '
I f' •)
2bVp4 + (b* - P*) zi3 I "\/4p4b* + (p1 -b2)1 nz I
Earlier ths integral 1/AO/G(l, 0) dA, was nhovn that it must be equal
to oiie. After involved but straightforward manipulation, thio was sho'vn to be
true for all z\, b, and p . i
The change per percent area cratered can then be written as:
.7P. = <«c*' -«o> <16»
I AT'
where F is given by Eq. (8) and G(l ,0)byEq. (15).
A parameter study was performed (or several values of the depth of
the crater to the radius (Figs. 6-19). When this rado Is aquil to one. the
case is for a hemisphere where F reduces to the simple expression
COMPARISON OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL TO LABORATORY O»TA
The mathematical model derived ir the preceding nectfona was compared
with experimental data,obtained by bombarding surfaces with particles, A
full description of £*ese data is found elsewhere [6] . Table n shows a com-
parison of the computed values for a change in emittance and the actual r.ioasured
values. THe"speed of the particles is less than a hyperveloclty so that ore
would expect that perhaps small fragments of the particle may still be embedded
in tho sample. Obtaining £ata for higher velocities with an electrostatic accel-
erator Is under consideratior at the present time.
As was shown earlier, the '-jtal numtier of mlcrometeoroid particles
passing through a square meter per second is given by
N = am0P ; (19)
"^ - ,
, tUt equation is usually referred to as the microroeteoroid flur. law. Since °
and (3 arc constant*, tha positive number of particles with masses between
m and m + Am passing through a square meter per second is given by
Am (20)
F = 2eel + e,.
(17)
One can also derive the expression for I' for the sp=cu!»i- reflecting
case for a Hemispbure such that
= «c
 I 1 + X I1 - 'c'1 co" "iL 1=1 J
.(18)
where .Oj = »/2.(i+l). Thb dottsd *"»ve la Fig. to is for the specular reflecting
case and is nuar the solid line, or the diffug* reflecting case.
and where. 0 is a negative constant. Each particle (in the hyper velocity
regime) if it happens to strike any surface, will crater a volume given by:
'' V <• C(imv*) , (21)
where C is a constant empirically determined for every material and v is
the velocity. Thus, the crot«red surface area for one incident particle would
be:
(22)
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The total entered area by An particles would be
. - , - . • - , - v" ' ' f.\ > • ' - '
' A « (A,.). (a) = -Ae <AN> W (A)
Am. (23)
Or the total crater area in time t , where A = area available to be cratered.
will be the Integral of Eq. (23) from the cut-ofi mass mo to extremely large
masses. I
(Z5)
N-ow. A is 'the total available area that can be cratered and would be •
given by: • ' \ ' • - ^ • ^ •- t - • \.(A,. - AC) ,
A = where AT is the total area. • (26)
AT , ;.
Solving for the amount 3» nine, to crater a certain percent of the area A,-/AT :"
11
 " , -t*'(zV)I - IAC | .<P+i )..;'AT - AJ »«8(|| O1 mo^^
A value for t versus the percent area cratered was computed for a
number of representative maturiats and plotted in Fig. 21 where tfae.flux law is
shown.at the side.' The time scale can be contracted or racpanded; depending .'
upon me flax law that was used. " N " ' • • . - = ° , 'v~ *-,
•'
:
, ' COMCLCSiqNS, , •' . •f.'.^.: -...*," -;,
Th« analytical modiil developed to predict the changeiln emittance corn-
pare* favorably with experimental valdes. When app!led_to,tte.«pac» environment,!
one-'Woold expect gfltcctjblff rhaT"c^*-^-*rniyFTaTiffft^:'ih a tccntn when using'tQlcro-l
data contrary to what is observed. For "lower flux laws, »ucr/as those. , *
1*' •' .' ' "- . "'••'_. ' ' • '-.
predicted from penetration measurements or Watson's flux law [ J J . the time
scale would be contracted by 104 , and indeed there would be not detectable
change ia temperature for,year a. When Information is available from certain
space etnlsslvlty experiments then, in effect,' thermal micrometeoroid flux
could be calculated and used to predict the change of emittance of any material
in space.
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figure S.- Penetration verstu velocity for octal-to-artal lapecta
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den»itl»': fir ... joebudnsnt time*, obtain maauraUe results on
sintering affeete and on dav^ge to a aurfcee. Xvitb ths goal of
studying poesibl* modification* of the lunar
 (surface, •easureosnt*
tv . "- [is •e v'. '+' "-^ -'' '
'ovore performed vltfe o*as separated B ; Hg , acd H,* bea**-and in
' I ' ; • . ii
low-pressure, noble gu ple*oas./0ne has to distinguish between
• -.' ••' I • '- - '. / - - :
purely physical; effects such as crystal damage, sputtering, etc.,
(snob as with.o>partiole» or noble Batala)_end superimposed chemical
. reaction* between hydrogen and coogooeds *uch as oxides.^tte-eput--.
taring rates are ratber soall-aad'aaount to^l A/year for Cu and ,
~>0.5 vyemr for 7e, with aany oxides roughly in tte saae.renge a*
that of n au» the Boon'should have loot' a layer of. 17 cm thick- ,
ne*» in Ik.; i Ixr yean'or a 1-cra thick Cu^plate would be aputtered .
away in approximately 10^ yeare.j ftyBieal sputterlog will therefore:
hardly preaeat any erosion problems in *p»ce«issloa»; Btesa rer • (.
suits have been reported in <2otail.lna>recent paper. Bowevei', , .
•ore < aeriou* attention is required of. aeconSary effect* .which. arise „•.
for Iniitanre frbn the cenentlng together of powder, partlcics by ,• <
sputtered atccs or froa chemical.reaction* or the boaibmraaent- •••'.'
I(iflm'^i7>«^iiirup of ••Dleenles. /,&Xpe>*!'Uttnta> witb^
•etal-, oxiae^,, and roci-povder1samples demoastrate-the
and nootblng of nscroocopio surfawt features, ttte etchiog of
aur faces (became differently orlegtao graiim bave ,-
• • f • *
different sputtering rmtea) and toe ce»«rtW:'.tO89tn«rJ
particle* Into a pbrout, brittle, flDroua erot. |-He baye observed -
'" -* \ \
.' Ku* A* ncaoor^ u« Bj^asniaiunTf an
ana Space (Science IX, 885fl96j).
•
 (-/^
that many coapounda, aucb a* vbite oxide*, acquire a jrelltwlih ,
tint or darken under th« bombardment because oxygon is more likely
to. eaeopo in the breakup process resulting in c metal enrichment
at the surface. Black CuC la first converted into red OujO and
I
finally becomes covered with d vary porous Cu layer under*nCbl«
Ban ion boaberdornt. Under hyorogen ion booxiarioent m observed
 (
an iameaiate conversion to a metallic Cu. 3ie x-ray diffraction
analysis shows that the red PegOj converts into fojOi^, TtO, and°
Fe under the ion boObardoent. Coopect 3aTiOj becomes covered with
& layer of Tl fairly rapidly. Very pronounced cbealcal effects
were observed in tbe case "of Ba booSjardnd by hydrogen ions, aere
the'hydrogen combines with Sn sad forms the volatile SnSlt which
loads to aucb higher apparent sputtering rates. The controlled
Ion booibardaent of InsulAtor surfaces in a pT*"*^* vas vi'de poaalble
with a recently developed 'technique, in which a high fniuency
voltage provides the necessary' neutrali&ctlon of surface charges
2
at tbe target. Many of the experimental results are discussed
in a forthcoming paper where ve studied tbe modification of tte
lunar surface by the solar-wind botioardzent.'
It is not cixpeeted that the tberoal radiation properties of
aetals"W fairly stable solids soeh u S1Q, 2nO, or TiC^ will
2. 0.' S. Aodcrson, W. B. Mayer, and 0. ,K. Hehner, Journal of
AKplied HJi'slcB jj, 2991 (1962).
)• 0. K. Hehner, C. B. EenKntgbt, and D. L. Bosenberg, >odifieatloa
of the Lun«ri Sorface by the 8olar-Vind Beakardaent". 10 bl PDO-_
llshed in Planetary and Space Science.
4. 0. L. Anderson nod George J. Botbvaag. „ MSA Tech. Bate &-1M6,
tees Itesearch Center, Moffet Field, California. . . . .
2
I I
"*» ' t
undergo cataiti'oniilc chaogi-e from '.be BllgSt bcobarlinnt of the
aolar wind, which cor.relpunJe to only—' >0 oonolayen* far year.
I |But, one cNinct raccl'Jde the possibility that In viclent nolar
btorraa, In ninalono i:los<ir to the Sun and of long miration, and
vlth certain materials, or in loo cnglc- rmrifonneaU the problem
i
can be QGII* avrlous aal v^rrtmte further atudy.
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I'. THE EFFECTS OF MJCftOMETXOROIDS
ON THE EMiTTANCE OF SOLIDS
' ' By Ronald B. Merrill Zvj ft/i$f>,
Research Projects-Laboratory
, GeorgeC. Marshall Sfrac^Flignt Canter . Hy * 11 J< "e/ /"^
(National Aeronautics and Space Adminiotration~
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SUMMARY
A
An analytical model is developed to predict the change in the emittance
: a surface caused by particle impact. This model is applied *n a representa-
ve fashion to determine the change in the emiiiancc aue to the apace environ-
INTRODUCTION
Before artificial satellites were placed into orbit, it was uncertain
at e£fect»» various parameters of the space environment would have on them.
(° SaleU.'tes have been designed which have successfully operated for more than
' year in the space environment. Indeed, to some it is surprising that the
environment is no mild. One such mild space environment parameter
the presence of a relatively large number of solid particles in space. One
sually neglects tha effect of the impingement of these particles on the thermal
adiative charazteristice of surfaces partly because even erosion- and cratering-
ve surfaces have not changed enough to significantly affect the satellite's
"•temperature. However, the question of -''what is the effect" has really never
eftn answered. In the future this answer will become more important because
f the postulated increase in particle flux near the lunar surface and the antici -
ated use of more critical surface? etxch as leases and windows.
\ TWo paper will bs r :etricted to the change in emittance of a surface
r to particle impact &• applied to the sp&ce environment. Hence, several
pics are discussed only in general term* mainly for a background and for
Articular Information needed is the development of tn analytical model which
i. be ased to predict Che change in craittance in the space environment.
! LIST OF SYMBOLS '
' I
e The emittance
£e Change ir. thu tmittance
I
en The eu'.ictanco of the surface after cratering 2
e^ The emittancu inside a crater
e The initial emittacce of a surface
o
W The radiative energy flux (energy radiated per second and per unit
of area) | I
W^ The radiative energy flux for a black body
Wn The radiP.cive energy flux for A cratered surface
W0 The initial rar.iative flux of a surface
AT The total area of the surface of intereit
i l
.'•i Area of the openings of a crater
AI Ar ea of an ellipse
F Configuration factor
dA0 Elemental area on (he area of the opening of tlte crater
dAj Elemental area on on ellipsoidal crater where i can e^ual
1. 2, 3....i
P; The angle with the perpendicular of the fay from elemental
area dA to oAi '
The angle with the perpendicular of the ray from •
Distance between elemental ave» dA^ and
j The fraction of energy from dA} to dAj
i
".*-* '"•*.
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EXPHaiMEOTAL DEVEWPMEST OP A TBCHHIQUK FOB THE CORRELATION
OP PLIGHT;- AHI) CROUHD-BASED 9TUDIES OF THZ
UUTRAVIOLEr BHSRArKTIOS OP POLYMER FIHffi
By John A. Parker,'- Carr D. Heel,1 and Mnrton A. Ooliilyfe*
j 73
The surface temperatures and the Mvlronflcntai stabilities of
thermal control surfaces have -een obsnrved to change measurably in a
near-earth orbit on the'B-l6 Orbiting Solar Oh'ervatory (080). The
changes in surface temperatures caused by in-sjace ultraviolet degra-
dation do not correlate with predlr.ticnn from ground-bated simulation
of environmental conditions. The geneial behivior of these surfaces
has sugge»t-5d a possible technique of evaluating the sceura,T/ of ground-
based simulation experiment!!, namely, fie measurement of surface tem-
•> pevature of a film cr..islrting it a well-behaved polymer system. Films
of both polymers and copolymere of vlryl chloride were exposed to ultra-
violet reflation In vacuum and wr* found to exhibit a regular and
quantitatively measurable change in r,olar atac-rptance with tine. The
major changes produced by this exposure occurred In the ultx-avlolet and
•visible regions. Virtually no change Has beeti observed Jn the infrared
absorption spectra of these films, fee after exposure to the equivalent
of TZ hours of space scl/u* radiation. In the exposures to simulated
conditions of vacuum snd ultraviolet radlationf a linear change with
time in the ratio of solar abrcrjtabce to esittance has been obAerv«?d to
loccrir after an initial transient period. The regular beha'lpr of t'aes<>
,films indicates that a reasonable prediction of the temperature changes
which would occur in the r<*al spoce envir-^nmcnt can i/^ cade.
1
 / * /?
rio obtain the desired .nechanlcal properties ''at i. 'light test, a
surface consisting of a pure polyviiqrl chloride terpo .^Tn-r flln (VMS)
was'cast on a polished aluminum substrate. This material is found
'experleer. Uy to behtftre atoost Identically to the pi-re polyvlnyl
chloride. Predicted temperature changei: of such a surface vlll be
compared with the actual results obtained by orbiting the surface on
the 8-57 OSO. The amount of gamo radiation required to produce a
given change In the absorptance equivalent to that produced oy a spe-
cific anount of ultraviolet ra&lAtlad baa also been deterrjned experl-
nentallyy The gaism radiation which would produce the asics effect as
"•SASA-toeo l!e-earch Center, Haftnt nold, California
'Stanford Reanarch Institute, Menlc Park, California
a 9-hour axpoa-.i-« to ths solar ultraviolet would require a period of
3 or H years expnoare in spacej and, hence, would not influence the
results of the correlation of the ultraviolet
Boflectlve white paints, conel«*.lng| oT lnnr«anic pigments and
organic polymeric binders, have been employed aa thermal control sur-
faces for space vehicles. A variety of polymeric types of binders
have been investigated lor this purpose. Paints based on acrylics,
sllicones. phenolics, and epoxy resins have been used (ref. 1). None
of these materibla are unstable in a vacuum in the range of operating
temperatures encountered on a spacecraft. The inorganic pigments,
for example, titanium dioxide, are relatively stable to the action of
the Incident electromagnetic radiation encountered in thesn applica-
tions. All available evidence obtalntl to date points to an liters -
tion of the molecular structure of the polymeric components produced
by. the incident ultraviolet radiation as the principal cause of chaaje
in the thermal control characteristics of these coatings. . Bine percent
of the total energy of incident solar radiation in near-earth orbit
lies in the region from 2200 to 1(000 A and only 0.02 percent below
2200 A (ref. 2). The energy of photons in -She wave-length region from
2200 to MXX> A ranges from $.6 to 3.1 electron volts. These photons
have sufficient energy to break carbon-carbon bonds characteristic of
organic polymers, the strength of vMch is of the order of 3 elnctron
•raits (72 kcal per cole), and this can initiate molecular damage proc-
esses. The specific cheBlcal structure of the polymeric binder deter-
mines both the specific wave lengths and the degree of ahsorptloa'of
the Incident ultraviolet radiation. The basic chemical constitution
of the iiJjymer also determined the course of the ensuing degradation
reaction. ' .
The degradation reaction may produce scissions, cross-linking,
cr functional group alteration. Only when the damage process leads
to the production of highly absorbing groups Bay one expect a signi-
ficant change in the optical properties of coatings formulated from
these polymers. '
i'o correlate o.uoEtltatively the effects of a, simulated environ-
ment with those of "an actual orbital flight on the rate of change of.
temperature of a polymeric film, a bazlc polymer with the following
properties is required:
(1) It absorbs photons in the range from 2200 to sr, least 3000 A
and these photons should be effective in generating color -
producing
(2) Its principal damage reaction is chroaophore production so ,
i that absorptivity changes in a regular 'manner with tine of
crposa.-e. (Unfcr the conditions of exposure there should 'be
no significant autocatalysls; thatila, this reaction should
be zero order with respect to the chroDOphorlu reaction.)
' I) )(3( It undergoes the ren.uir«d chromophorlc reaction v.-thout
significant alteration in the basic mechanical properties '
of the film;' thai is, its physical properties should not be
affected elth&i* by cross-linking or by scission so that the
film cut endure' a reasonable orbital flight and experience
the expected temperature changes while still retaining its
mechanical integrity.
(It) Its specific color-producing reactions are free from the
the effects of differences in spectral distribution. The <
quantum . efficiency and both the number and kinds of groups
formed should oe Independent of the wave length of ultra-
violet radiation absorbed.
(5) It is sufficiently stebls at the operating temperature of
the film that thermal degradation docs not occur, and thus
complicate the interpretation of the ultraviolet damage
process.
lefciTBatlon on the photochemical degradation reactions of '
polyvlnyl chloride and copolymers containing a substantial portion at
polyvlsorl chloride mpnomcr suggests that such polymers could possibly
meet the foregoing requireaen'.s (ref. 3) .
'j ~
'The spsclf ic research cO=*e described Is concerned with the
ev&luatlon of thin films of polymers end copolymers of vluyl chloride
as Indicator coatings, as well as with approaches to ground-based
slmulatlCD which, if successful, could be u£ed ultimately to predict
Goto toe expected temperaturea and temperature cL£cses with tlmr of
exposure to solar radiation. This paper discusses the re:«vrch to '
date on the grocad-based phase of t.M* prograD. The results obtajii£d
herein will be correlated altlaately with an Ir.-ttjght test on the S-5?
Orbiting Sol&r Observatory which should provide an emulation of the
almilatloa technique. ..^ -'
' • IXPtKlKEHTAL KESUHTS
,T102-Spcny and riOs-Slllcoce Costing Used as Thermal
Control Surfaced on the S-lS OSO Satellite
The surface toxperatures attained by TlOa-epoxy and TlOj-suiccnw
coatings during the first orbit of the 3-l6 OSO are shown in figure 1.
It can be seen that the imvlroin temperature reached by the TlOa-epoxy
t'^^-ati^3^et^vtt3j^e\ia-home\thi!T»tali^.ciiaB^i^"^ei>ilicbae '1?'''•-^
L oolar aiaetplianOTlle.'esseirtli^itoe^a^ ''; "'-"'&•
.: these Qtfenu&aipjfcafiiroanytaii^os!ji^aftt^eH^i°'^ ^^1jjapar^iJy3>/'' n " *
?ue<to5iafec'"dif*8^afl/ln7l*a,^ot6c6eMetix^ """»•» °
b '^v««««ea^ ^ -^^"^^Ifc^Ci^^^^t :.'?.£;
• These-specific changes ln'tha,sclfc^ateorjitaieV;obtAj!n&V
-", meaBure»^-or.!t!iaVte^ps^u*^!h«w^ .
a preoicteA-by' groma-bafleAislmdatlwX?:^1^^? '^'t™'4lf**1:'**;?
•ent gTOna^ln^i^OTsl^tBjf^^^ ... .
nieata caniot perfecily' reprM^V.the"'OTOaltion3'.of,8paceV ^Spjeclflcally-'.v. -" •
the teqperetnre of;tne files during olfci ""
reaulta are caq^xed.ln fi«iire»i
"
tine ^terral ci-eapcaiffe^conslasred, .,tlitt«^ieriB(Epu|ra
'' ' ^
iaac: of th«;.epoaijrj.(SJ3^
of eolnr absarptwice '' "
pBTonetcra^ iforj the ;jp
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» olmuiatlon nstch;,."•n-'j ,y V; _.s- Some of the difficulties liOTlve^ to'9b^alntrii^»30lmulntl n iztch;,; ;^  *, • •• ,-'t
;:_, - .' b«*reen' an ultraviolet laycury" vapor "'lag gna^t&a:.Jto6^^a(>iay^.'ySliijfioa''•> '-. . I
,: "/ere uhoiro In.ngure 5. • !iin'thl^ipartieulai, case, thi'^dlBtance'froii the"3 . •.• ,,v: 1
.-^•^i.-^^ ^-^-_^^^^,^^^v,-,^ i^SS.i^^i'i.^,'. ;v , |t«jJthe
• . 9" a f*' " • ' • " • • „ ' " . . . .
•' Vtlutt' of *(i«-_oun. If fWiBatcMJa is *im» for .the region betvaeo 2200
and 3000 A'a Buch cloaer oliulotlon ffjf the solar radiation la obtained'
glstlo'j.effsetVoeeur through ratfeiaatlon of'vave lengths. It Is very i
--r.
J
.uiailteljr,that^^ satisfactory.sladtation'.wlth-aty lanp source of, this Kind
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- Chloride Pllmo for
j.,-.. _ , .. _ ,. »ere cast free dilute . • ».»
oolutlonB^in methyl ethyl ketone.; -.After,ibolng-dried in air. these wale
irater^hite^trajiBparent.filBfli'After fiffther. drying, at G&> 0 under
.TOCuio,
 r'to. renowe .txoceo-of the. ketbne oblvent..the fllmo vere: need .In
> photodegrodatisocstudipal'• Similar fitas ;wera preparrt, froo a vlnyl-
chteide^vloyl'^ etate, icalelc-acjd
 :{86:13;1) teryolyner .("VMCff").
TUese '^filos] were^caat'froffl^BOlutlonfl contoinlag toluene and methyl,
1
 Celio»olve/taodiwEre 'dried[in a eimllar. manner. .-The VKCB terpolymer
iciUjalso.rt^wl ifi.co^iiffltlon'ylth a metal sulotrstc. Tain films
'vere eaoVand'aifiied to slaSlisum 'diass. by completing tlie rezoral of
oolvoat at 80° Ciund^r vacuum. Film thicknesses vrre 'xlculated '•*• *>e
7 to\8ba0^vCffl.fro!o,tbs yelebt .of .flliij^aenolty of poJymer, and eurx*ce
' '—""---•'"^
:
 in t^'iaiposure teste^ to be described
ftlmnittl-.^fin ^jg^J\tti\Tf Conditions
'•• ' ' "•"- ,'-' " ' "?X" ' ' ' ' • " ' ' '' ' "
• ~^> i Ihe^Uas-irare irradiated far,jierloda of tltte.i^ to IS houro with
% .?- rte,.tc^^OT^^.jir,ai>.jBv;r^:a^laBp:,,(fl«. 5) at a distaice ct 1D-1/2
f uShM <^T«HI. tti^ ^tim atirfBAA.^ nnSfgr. t>H»aa gan^ltinfm tq^ output of
^>._ -; i r_ i.— . -- ^ gygjaga of. CQQ ooiflT eonstaat in the saae vave-
tr output; of the lanp vas ynfnt/tlrwd constant
; .dnrlne.t^e'^entire'erpeeiire.by.onnltarlns the output tilth a photo cell
' «nd adjicrt '^the input > power, .00'.toe larji output degnulfcl. During the •
i ,irad^ti(^7the'-yacuaa7ch3)iS>er presaare <as between 30 and to microns.
Ihe^filjb ,<«re 'tran^err^d io^a vicuna de3Blcator iftere they <ere kept
------ - '• ware tjodo.. She ultnorlolet opectro y
irrttSlatlon with a Gary U
, . - . , . . . -^
 5 specbfa.'dfthe film vere obtajnad.vlth
a Pwl>in-51r»r 21'EpettropHcliEXter. The.change in reflectance of the
t«Ip<UynerpCin,tho/eattc*ffiai :tnt>otrate .TOO deteralned with" n Qier Dunkei.
|j,!.V,t»t« '^lf9fsph^^ "
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 A«e  tx oarerrea t  ssii
' ,i^ il E^iectTOScopij^iaeaiureopute - rj e .
^•^^measui^forit^fUEjJJefore ana.after
"r:cpeotropootamter. "The infrared op fro of (
,ji^eBltta«terveTe deten>ilned-b/vl«ckheed--
si ind Space" Cazpoiiy i^* narmer. described in ref eronce, 1.
Dlacuflslon of ResuXte
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It was found convenient to present and consider the spectroscoplc
changes In film In taroa of the optical density defined by the equa- .
tlon . ' "." \ I ' -
'••-•'," O.D; • In lo/I '
vhere. ic 16 the Incident. Intenolty and I Is tha transmitted' inten-
oity, a change in optical density (A (O.I'.)) of, say, !.!>, implies thr.t
the transmisolon, T («lAo)< Io essentially reduced to'a level vhlcb Is
M*1'* or about 4 percent of the original 'tranamlBsloa value. The
method of representing the spectroacopic changes In the films by optical
density rather than transmission or other quantities, vas selected so
that the-changes in absorption could be-related directly to the Increased
concentration of the color-producing groups. The Changed in optical
density, of the free films of pure polyvinyl chloride With tins of expo-
sure to radiation in the wave-length region aaoO'to 6000 A are given in
figure 6. The change in optical density; aa plotted, is the difference
in optical density (or absorption) of the polymer film at a given wave"
length before ani^after irradiation. The increase In the optical den-
sity and the shift of. overfall absorption into the visible .-region ia' '
evident. After• •» |total exposure of 6 hours, 'the polymer la nsarlr'com-
pletely opaque to radiation at 2800 A. . '"- • ' '. "1
 I . . • ; , " " - '
The basic chemistry underlying this photcKhr^eal'"change"in PTC,
based on refmace* -.3 and 5, la outlined'In figure 7- The first cetep
in this process~ls assumed to involve absorption of energy by trace
impurities In the system in the form of unsaturate£ end sroupa, catalyst
residue, residual solvent, etc. This energy absorption,, followed by
energy transfer to the basic pejymer, Is ^sufficient to initiate the
reaction through the removal of an energetic chlorine atom, leaving a '
residual radical on the chain as shorn. Propagation of the reaction
involves the removal of the hydrogen atom Imedlately adjacent to the
radical site to.form a molecule of hydrogen chloride, termination-occurs
by formation of-a * bond from the available pair of electrons. ' It- has
been shewn by Borer (ref. 6) that the continued introduction of double '
bonCs' by -this Bechanlsm is a nonrandom process, indicating that the
removal of chlorine next to the double bond site proceeds laoro easily
than the removal of chlorine from an ordinary carbon In the pclyser ' ;,'
chain. As the process proceeds, a conjugated linear "pbjjrene system la
developed which'absorbs strenely'ir.~the ultri'violet'and ylsible region
of the spectrum. To date;' tta exBCt'Concentratiem and extent' of the con-jugated'system is unknown. Fhotoctiemlcal investigations are under way'. '"
to-determine the nature of tills structure. " • ' * ' *" • " • . . '< ' •
. - * • • » - • • / • ' < •
. fThe. change in optical ilenslty for pure PVC for a number of wave •'
lengths from 2800 to 60OO A as a function of time of ultraviolet radla- '"
tlon la shown in figure 8., This, figure shows that there Is increaaed
opacity at all ware-le*ethii over the'ultraviolet and vlslbla regions,
and that the recton of kle^j. complete opacity (change in optical
density in excess of shout 2.0), progressively advances to longer wave
lengths with Increased dose. Ho difference has been observed in the
rate of'color formation between the pclyvinyl chloride and polyvlnyl
chloride terpolyoers. In the cases of bath polyjera, no change In the
Infrared spectrum of the free films has been 'observed up to as mur.h as
73 hours of ultraviolet radiation in vacuum.
'As mentioned before, for the proposediflight tests, it IB
necessary to have a polymer which adheres well to an aluislT:!Ja mstal
substrate, and is sufficiently flexible as well, so as to not crack
during the expected temperature cycle (similar to fl«. 1). The vinyl •
acetate component of the VMCH t«polymer provides Internal plastlclia-
tlon and the malelc acid provides th» necessary polar groups for
adhesion to '.be substrate. It is interesting to note that the
ultraviolet-Induced cbacges In optical density of this terpolymer nre
similar fro those obtained for pure polyvlnyi ehJ.orj.de.
In addition to -Ultraviolet radiation, the flight tested surfaces
trperisnce collisions with higher energy photons In space. Far this
reasdi, the effects of gamma radiation from ID to 16 mev were alto
eicamlnea on the pojyvtnyl chloride Silas. ««ure 9 rhows the changes
in (^rtlcal density -(a-oductsd by v radiation. An essentially analo-
gous situation is obtained here In the vay in which the opacity at each
vav: length steadllyl Incre&ies with increased gama radlatloa. An
insreaee in optical density with increasing dose dlmllar to that for
ultraviolet radiation IP observed. The near equivalence of the effects
of ultraviolet radlatlm and gamma radiation Is shown in figure 1O.
It Is clear that a dose of } hours of solcr ultraviolet energy produces
a change equivalent to 'a dcse of gamma radiation of ID megarads. It
would probably tale a pericd of at least 3 to U yeeia to obtain a dose
of thli> magnitude from the higher energy photons available In the.
environoent of the OBO satellite, whereas, a similar eff-^t would be
produced in a few hours of ultraviolet radiation. These results indi-
cate that the effects of higher energy photons la space can be ignored
in this ultraviolet degradation comparison.
The temperature rise which occurred during exposure cf the VMS
film ca aluminum substrate to ultraviolet radiation in vacuum is given
in figure 11. It can be seen thsrt there Is e i-loe In temperature fron
71° C to about 1*6° C in 1200 minutes. Since no change in the rate of
formation of chrooouhore was observed .In theae tests It appears that
the activation energy for the. dchydrogenlzatlon of polyvlnyl chloride
is very small under these conditions. » • precautions were taken to
control or to correct for the energy e&-i.ted from the back face of
these compueltes or to shield this surface, therefore, this temperature
rise does not qualitatively indicate the expected tojcereture rise on
tile satellite experiment.
Tb-i decrease in the percent of energy reflected due to 16.5 hours
of irrudlatioa with tne OA-S Inny of the VMS terpolyDer cast on an
oO/jznlnum substrate la given in figure 12. The percent reflectance an
j--i-^iru^a^»a..
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4"v°' By_G. A. Zeriaut.'jC.'Harada.";
asearcb Institute
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:I^s«tisattonje; of stability of materU is to'simulated space conditions were
conducMa'in^onjunrtioirwUh'a developmental program of spacecraft thermal
control coatings. ' Determination ol spectral reflectance and solar abobrptance
J', , ° before and after exposure showed that none of the materials studied is-ccm-
pletely unaffected byinltraviplet irradiation In vacutixn. However, line oxide
and. to a lesser exrent, cine eul&de were found to be unusually stable white ,
pigroenu, .and formed relatiyely stable;coaUnga when olsperoci: in pure potns-
slum silicate;br. Inexperimental methyl silicone polymers. Expos ore to 4200
.eqoiyalent Ban-hours ultraviolet radiation in vacuum resulted in solar absorp-
tance increases of less'than,0.02 for ooth an experimental silicone and a potae
.slum silicate paint pigmentad with cine oxide. . . *'
„• , o^v'f:* 'X*-^-" '. * * -
, ' INTBODUCT1ON '
"The principal;objectivo of this research was the development of a white
'' •spacecraa-merraol-control coating with exceptional stability to extraterres- .
' -trial'solar radiation. -Emphasis'was directed more to the change in value than
" to the absolute value of aolar absorptunce. Accordingly, the measurement of
spectral reflectance within the solar region was directed more toward pre-
^, cision than tcrvard absolute accuracy.
" ," '' Ccnventidnal or commercial coatings w»re not studied because they deteri-
. orate rapidly under ultraviolet Irradiation in vacuum. Instead, experimental
laboratory formulations with known ingredients, purities, and weight ratios
* .we're investigated. The work was divided broadly into organic and inorganic
!';v--coaUnss>! In order to reduce the complexity of the problems involved, pig-
'i> ments and paint vehicles were oxpoced individually to ultraviolet radiation in
vacuum. These screening experiments were the basit for the subsequent
choice of potentially •table p^>1**f formulations. Determination of spectral re-
flectance and solar absorptance before and after exposure showed that no tna-
. ^  terlaTstadied was'completely .unaffected by ultraviolet irradiation in vacuum.'
_ * Zinc oxide was'found to be an unusually stable white pigment and formed rela7
.\ tirelypotable coatings when dispersed in pore potassium silicate ia in methyl
silicone polymer*: • «• 'v' -• ' 's ,• a " ' - ' , " • •
• " • The bulk of the reaearch effort was devoted to the development of still
• more (table pigmented potassium »Uicate and 'methyl- silicons paints. The
effects of'soiling and cleaning candidate coatings were studied in an attempt to
., define the problems anticipated during spacecraft fabrication and during check-
^ ' out Just'Bribr to la&nch. " ' ^ -. '" ' ^ \
"v . .'*, n • ~ ,.i •• - _ • .' • • . " • . . , ^ .
I
i
1
'" The requirement for high stability to the space environment includes not
'only the solar ultraviolet as a consequence of the sun's temperature, but also
other radiations in (pace, primarily galactic (cosmic) proton radiation and
trapped charged particles la the Van Allen belt. 'Adequate simulation of solar
ultraviolet below 2000 A, including Lyman alpha as well as the high-energy
''Inarticulate radiations, is both difficult and expensive. Furthermore, of a tbul
of US watts per square foot aj earth-distance, less than 0.2J watts per square
~"tovt of electromagnetic radiation ie radiated below 2000 A, whereas' about 12
watts per square foot is radiated between 2000 and 4000 A in the near-ultra-
violet. Since the development of stability to high-enorgy radiations is useless
unless stability to the more prevalent near-ultraviolet is assured, space-
simulation efforts were confined to the near-ultraviolet region from 2000
to 4000 A at a vacuum in the range of 10-"' torr. ,-~
SOLAR ABSORPTANCE MEASUREMENT
Solar absorptance was determined indirectly by measurement of spectral
reflectance in the wavelength rang* of 0,1 to 2.7 mu (300 to 2700 mu). 'The
reflectance data were'integrated with solar spectral energy..d,.ta> for the upper
atmosphere, to'yield solar reflectance. Subtraction of the solar reflectance
from unity yielded solar absorptance. Comparison of these solar spectral
energy data with the data of Nxcolet2 showed that solar Rbsorptance agreed
within 0.005. . , v ••
I 'I
A General Electric recording ipoctrophotometer, which employs approxi-
mately normal illumination and diffuse viewing of a Sample surface, was used
for .the visible spectrum, i80 to T'O mu; and »n intejrating-sphere reflectome-
ter of our own design wasiused for both the ultraviolet and infrared regions.
The latter incorporates a Perkin-!£lmer quart* monochromator a* a disper-
sing system along with appropriate sources and detectors.
Both reflectometers measure reflectance relative to a standard. These
are comparison instruments, since .the sample and the standard are both i.i
place at all times. Magnesium oxide was used as the standard, and the rela-
tive reflectance data obtained were convened to the absolute basis by using
the absolute reflectance data of magnesium oxide published by Middleton. *• *
Reflectance data which are presented in the tables are limited to valuesjat
440- and 600-mu wavelength. '
. Since it was not economical to provide solar absorptance values during
the ettenaivo screening operation*, for many material* the effect of space
simulation was. evaluated in terms of reflectance .losses in the visible-region.
This method is considered satisfactory, 'since the predominant losses occur.
in the 400- to 600-mu wavelength region for most white and transparent ma-
terials.
t
In many caaee lolar absorptance values are reported as Of and .06
where • * , , • * • • ; '
*•"•«,-*•*,
#. correspond* to that half of the sun's energy spectrum which lies below
700-mti wavelength. *nd tfz corresponds to that half whicb lies above 700 mu.
By splitting 4f into two component*, that region of the spectrum undergoing
the most significant change In absorptaace is more readily described. For
example, some formulations show little change in solar absorptance on irradi-
ation., but their reflectance decreases inttie visible region (Increase in Of |)
and i* counterbalanced by a corresponding increase at longer wavelengths
(decrease in K 2)* ' ' •
SPACE SIMULATION '
Vacuum Simulation
Oil-Hiffusion Pump. - The vacuum of the space environment in variously quot-
ed at lfl-9 to 10"*" torr, but the attainment of such pressures in the labora-
tory is time-consuming an* probably unnecessary for the purposes of this
work. At much higher pressures, 10-° torr, there is no evidence of oxidative
degradation. Also, the mean free path of evolved molecules is large compar-
ed to the dimensions of the chamber, so that further reduction in pressure
would not be expected to change the results of space-eimulation tests.
' These principles guided the design of the space-simulation chamber
shown In Figure 'l. which was used in the early screening operations. It con-
sists of a cylindrical chamber 24 inches in diameter and 24 inches high, cool-
ed by refrigerant coils on its outer surface and capped with a toriipherical
head in which three General Electric mercury-arc AH-6 lamps are roounteO.
The distance from the lat .ps to the samples, which are mounted on a turntable
beneath the lamp*,, can be adjusted to achieve variation of radiation intensity.
The radiation intensity-varies at different distaiico from the center of the .•
turntable, so various acceleration factors are pos«it>le. Tbe constancy of tint'
radiation i* monitored by reflecting a'portion iron-, a first-surface mirror,
mounted over the center of the turntable, through a quarta window on the head.
The absolute intensity is measured before and after each run by mi'ig a wide-
angle, temperature-compensated thermopile.
Several types of sample" turntables are available. The simplest is a 16-
incb flat plate, suitable for use when no measurements arc to be made in the
ciiamber. Typically, this was used when the reflectivity of a number of ma-
terials was to be measured before and after irradiation. The turntable as-
sures that all samples receive equivalent exposure* at a given radial distance.
It is rotated by a 12-point Geneva drive and a 2-rpm fractional horsepower
motor in a welded housing'which is open to the atmosphere through ventpipes
in order to eliminate the problems associated with operating motors in a
vacuum.
The chamber i* mounted on a 10-inch oil-diffusion pump. National Re-
search Corporation model H-10-SP, with aa approximate pumping speed of
4000 cfm at 10'* torr. In practice, the pump reaches 10~b torr routinely,
and all ultraviolet testing was performed at this level or below.
- 1
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The samples were ol.many forme: Ipigmented and clear flimsy free'and on
a «uhsrrate. compacted and loose powders. For uncbblsd samples; as-used in
till* equlfrmont, the nominal specimen temperatures were tSO'F at an intensity
of ahoBi 3 solar equivalents. .-• ''. ' •'* i^ X*1 " ' • • • " H' •'' %• •• '
Ion Pumy.- An tan-pumped »paca-«imulAtiea chamber wa»':constTuctod and ja __
was u'.ed for longer-term test*." The system provides a convenient means of •
obtaining a clean ultrahigh vacuum. The chamber is provided with a quart* •'/'
window and a liquid-copied sample, table.' Tha tahlo, shown in Figure Z, can be
coolsd.with liquid nitrogen, ice water, or tap water and can accommodate *ix
I xl inch specimens.- The system, shown in Figure .3, consists of a 400-liter/ .
se: Vartan Vacloa pump.'which-is ;prenumped with both a molecular-sieve eorp-
tion pump «ad a, mechanical pump. An AH-6 Ump is mounted over the quarts >
window, which is shown in place in Figure 3. Reprodacible^equlvsJent solarl _*'
factors, as determined with a temperature-compensated thermopile, were1-- '
achieved from 4 to 18 mt-n.ities\ZOOO,to 4000 A). A plot of 1/D2 (D ° distance
from the-bimp to the sample .table) resulted in-a straight-line'relation;': • ' • - ' ;
' ' '.. '-,-'fv.-' • • ' ' - ; . " • ' ' . . - • - . . - r - -^f? ' '.i . . ' . , L "
» . * ».
 J
 'i' • »v t" " ^ ' - ' ' J \ • -^- i- > •Solar Simulation ' , . sit > "*" *v ^'
' ° • ••> • ' •••• , c j - - •',;,. •
The solar ultraviolet spectrum is given in Figure.4.' Also.shown in this
figure is the energy spectrum of a typical AH-6 lamp'at^comparable total inten-
sity. The wavelengths'below ZOOO A contribut* less thftn 0. llb.of the total ener,-
gy and so can be disregarded without.eigmficant'error."^'" "
 r"~-"!p;," /„ j' tf^ ' ;'" -
.The total lamp intensity was measured with a wide-angle temperature-'/r.-;
compensated ti&eriaopUe, obtained from the ^poloy Laboratories, Inc. 'From ., '
the thermopile output, the solar factor was cficulfct-Mi as!toilows: ,, .'l.'a-; I<^'•
• • . , . - .
thermopile, output (miUivo
.2 x toermopiJe cpnsiant i:
, The thermopile output was divided by 2, since half of the total energy of the .
iamo is assumed to be below. 4000 A. The solar intensity at wavelengths below
4OOO A ha»;boen determined to be 13 milliwatts/cio2. Cal//:m2/min was con-
verted to milliwatts/cm2 by"appiyiBg serwral*conversion fartbrs. "By dividuk
' this,valiie by."on«-" •olar.factor of 13 miiliwatts/cm2. tte cmmber at "sunsT^-
"vi or .*«.e<piivalent solar'factor. 'for a given thermopile output was'obtained. V/''
' 1 Sol».^  Actors were determined :..-r various lamp-to-sample distances in the
'i ioa-pumped chamber;., . '<" - ' " \ '
 r^ , .' ' ,- "•", , '"-•„'--"•'
 TT -
.
Solar Factor
.-.-':•" 10.-3 •
U.2
13. Z
15.9 "
inches
4.00 -,•
• The AH-o"l«imp;lb"pe1|ltiowi«"oyeT the samples at a diotance correspondinji
to the s'plar' factor debirf.d. A sroaU -recording thermopile is positioned over
the lamp and Is u/e'd to monitor changes in the lamp intensity over periods of •
time;'. This information is valuable'in'atslgning an equivalent «un-honr radia-
tion value to a give'a spice-sinrilation experiment.
-K /» . ^ •' 'i •'' ;' - ' '• ,"-v> '•• .
Assessment of thn damage caused by space-simulation testa could be in
error if the spectral output of the ultraviolet source were reduced dispropor-
tionately, i. e., if the radiation below about 2800 A decreased with lamp age at
a higher rate-than the longer-wivelength ultraviolet. Therefore, attempts
were made to measure the spectral output of several AH-6 lamps before and
after!operation. A Scys-Namiotca vacuum-ultraviolet monochromator manufac-
tured by JarreU-Ash was'used.'' . ' '
- v •, n*. < :y . _ . • , ' : ! . -i 4<y , - , . ' - . . . ...'
The results were'inconclusive. There appeared to be a disproportionate
decrease in peak jitenslty at ZZ8S and Z53SA'after 100 hours. The decrease,
if interpreted properly,.amounted to 20%. 'No such trend was discerned xor the
lower-wavelength continuum. It was .therefore concluded that calculations of
equivalent sun-hours, of exposure (ESHJ on the basis of the overall drop in lamp
ir^ensity during tt given test were reasonably accurate and meaningful.
• The' criteria.for'changing lamps were either a 30% decrease in the overall
Ump intensity, a» measured with the recording thermopile, or the incipient
erratic behavior of a lamp, whichever occurred first.
. . , . . • • • ' • • PIGMENT SCHBtWINC ' '
The prerequisites for selection of-pigments were that they be white and of
high refractive, index and purity. • .The modt, important factor. In the choice of
' materials,ri-e.. stability to the'apace environment, was determined by screen-
ing tests and from limited information in the literature. The search for pig-
ment materials was a continuous activity during this research.
For preliminary screening tests, the samples were prepared as compacted
powders that were suitable for both aoiar-stmulation exposure and optical
measurements. Powders which were not computable into a coheJive body
were placed in aluminum dishei for solar"exposure. Thin-procedure precluded
optical :.neajuremects,and permitted only visual"observation of color change.
• ' * Considerable cblpration occurred in moat of thie pigments, as shown in
Tiblevr."Hepr«»entatlve reflectance values are given for two wavei-rngths in
Ae visibi* spectrum. 440 and 690 mp.. For moat of the early screening work,
'reflectance curves in thai visible spectrum were sufficient to suggest or pre-
• cladA*additional study.'- '"~"' "'•'•~^ '
' i<Tgen»r»l; natoral, mined minerals were less affected by ultravio'et
irradiation in'vactrum man synthetic laboratory chemicals. Exceptions were
sine compounds and tin oxide. For example, natural Vollaetonite was superior
to synthetic calcium silicate! r CalcinotioD of hydratcd materials to their anhy-
drous forms enhaj&ed stability, as evidenced by the Kaolins and'talc. Calci-
^^^^A^^^^^^^^^&
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nation M 1000* C loi 16 ho'-.rs of alumina, alrconia, and «lrcon, however, 'had
Ht^« effect on.thnlr attbiUt/.^ Aypii'eiitly any Ws of adsorbed or absorbed
wtter and the possible strain **Ue{.gataed by thermal treatment did not change
the.degradation characteristics of these, materials. A marked difference in
liability was apparent among different Crystal forms of the somo material.
U«tast*hle gamma alumina and cubic (unstabilised) sirconia degraded much
rcoxe severely than their (table counterparts, alpha alumina and monoclinic
alrconia. Materials other than sine oxide which were fairly stable veto sine
sulfide. stannic o-dde, diatomaceoua earth (amorphous silica), and flred kaolin
(mullite plus amorphous'silica). Although AlSU.fag 243 (foraierite) also exhibi-
ted good stability, its lowitdttai reflectance precluded further study.
The following materials, which are not listed in Table 1, were moderately
to severely degraded in short exposures to ultraviolet radiation in vacuum:
boron nitride, calcium carbonata. calcium fluoride, lanthanum oxide, basic
white lead,, basic silicate!of white lead, hydrated magnesium silicate italc).
titanates & aluminum, lithium, strontium, and «inc. and phosphates of alumi-
num, calcium, and potassium.
v , ' ( ' , . . . " • • - • . - • • . '•''
The data,in Table 2 show that zinc oxide was clearly the most stable pig-
ment studied, rivaled only by Bloc sulfide, tin oxide, and possibly diatomaceous
earth (Table 1). Long-tei'm tent! a», 1T20 ESH revealed a surprisingly high ab-
sorptance change in SP 500 ainc cxide. Good stability was exhibited in the same
tents by calcined SP 500(Fi#ur.s 5) and also by the onfired and fired forms of
A2O-55LO sine oxide. '
 0
Improvement of stability, observed in SP 500 and AZO-55LO, may be due
to both the smaller surface.area of the larger calcined particles and the elimi-
nation nf defects und may also be due in part to volatiliaation of contaminants.
Lowering of the initial absorplance results mainly from reflectance increases
in thn infrared region; -hese increases may. be due to enhanced scattering at
the longer wavelengths by the larger particles! '
t '
MISCELLANEOUS INORGANIC PAINTS
Water-based inorganic binders which wer-. investigated were: monoalumi-
num dihydrcgen phosphate, colloidal sUicJta. and aikaU silicates. Stability of
the bidders was studied by thoir incorporation "into paints which were subject-
ed to a simulated space, environment. The results revealed the inferior e»-
bility of colloidal silica-bonrf/ia coatings. Phosphate-bonded paints generally
exhibited optical property changes similar, to those of silicate-bonded samples.
As * group, the alkali silicates we're preferable to'iluminum phosphate
from the st^dpoint of both stability,and physical properties. ' '
All paint formulations contained three ingredients: pigirent, binder, and
enough water to achieve a spruyable consistency. Mixing was accomplithed by
ball milling with porcelain balla. Soray-oainHno ~»« .£s=s wist a P«**ciie type
AUTF airbrush; limited brush-painting was done with conventional camel-hair
brushes. Aluminum pier.ec were roughened prior to paint implication to pro-
mote adhesion. The majority of the non-zinc oxide pilots were irradiated in
the oil-diffusion-pumped system with the internally mounted lamps.
Test results for a variety of paints appear in Table 3. In this group, tin
oxide- and Bine sulfide-pigmentod coatings were the only materials which ex-
hibited stability approaching that of zinr oxide paints. Howrver, both compo-
sitions had a higher solar absorptance than zinc oxide paints.
Oiatomaceous earth and fired kaolin were relative:/ stable in the pigment
screening studies. Poor stability was exhibited by the points incorporating
this form of silica, in contrast to the favorable data for the pigment alone.
Molochite is a highly calcined aluminum silicate prodcired from a kaolin low in
iron and alkali. It is essentially crystalline mullite plus a small amount of
amorphous silica. Fairly low reflectance changes due to ultraviolet irradiation
in vacuum were observed for the various grades of Molochite.
Although the reflectance changes for paints pigmenttd with zirconia in the
short test (75 ESH) indicated fair liability, later experiments revealed that
sirconia-pigmented paintt were unsatisfactory. Limited tests showed that coat-
ings incorporating zircon were relatively unstable.
Of the non-sine oxide paints, only three compositions were relatively
stable: ' those containing ziac sulfide. stannic oxide, or Molochite 46.
ZINC OXIDE INORGANIC PAINTS
Zinc oxide-potassium silicate paints were formulated and applied in the
same manner as described for the otber inorganic compositions.
Effect of Coating Thickness on Optical Properties
Studies were conducted to determine the effect of coating thickness on
solar absorptance and emittance. Figure 6 graphically illustrates the solar
absorptances of SP 500 zinc ozidt-PS7 potassium silicate coatings which had a
pigment-binder ratio (PER) of 4. 30 and a solids content of 46. 3%. The data
reveal that minimum solar absorptance was obtained with a coating thickness
of about 5 mils. Approximately the same thickness was necessary for mini-
mum soU.r absorptance of coatings pigmented »-ith calcined SP 500. Minimal
solar absorptance is approached at a thickness of 4 mils. The predictability of
the solar absorptance of a coating thicker than 4 mils is + 0.01. Total normal
emittance is relatively insensitive to coating thicknes*. "Ten samples which
range from 1 to 5 mils exhibited emittance values of 0.94 to 0.98.
Stability to a Simulated Space Environment
Preliminary Sqidiea. - In all the early studies sine oxide paints were clearly •
more stable than1 other inorganic coatings. Representative results of the early
tests in the oil-di£fusion-pumped system are tabulated in Table 4. Very small
reflectance losses, mainly in me 440-mp region of the visible spectrum wei:e
experienced by, all the coatings.
\
Total normal emittaace values wero determined ion tome at the coating*
before and after apace simulation. The high values, all in excess of 0.90,
were virtually unaffected.
i a ^ / '
'A number of silicate-bonded sine oxide coatings were deliberately^soiled .
by immersion in Duo Seal vacuum-pump oil. This siraul&tes one of .the a oiling
problems which can be expected to occur'in satellite evaluation tests." After '-
removal from the oil, the samples were exposed to ambient conditions for !
hours. The ticeia oil was then removed with paper towelling. Two'cleaning
operation* followed, the first consisting of wiping with acetone-soaked paper .
towels and the second consisting of washing with Alconox- tap water and scour-
ing with a nylon brush. Final rinsing with distilled water preceded drying
under an airblaat and complete drying at. 130*C. Moderate care in all the oper-
ations prevented any apparent damage to the coatings. Ths samples were ex- ,
poied to ultraviolet irradiation in the oil-diffusion-pump vacuum system.
As shown in Table 4. <a slight decrease in reflectance resulted for most of
the soiled and cleaned (S-W) samples. Exceptions to this.were Borne oatrpleo ..
of initial reflectance lower than 80% at 440 mu;. these coatings exhibited a,
slight increase in reflectance. Upon' exposure to the' simulated space environ-
ment tha samples which suffered losses, on washing bleached slightly. On the
other hand, coatings which showed an increased'reflectance on washing reveal-
ed slight losses after exposure to the simulated space environment. In'atl
cases, the washing appeared to have adequately removed any degradable residu-
aloil. -"" "" •"•'
Long-Term Tests. - The laajer-tenn tests were conducted in the Ion-pumped,
vacuum system with an externally mounted ultraviolet lamp. Exposures of 450
to 4170 ESH at solar factors ranging from 8 to 18 suns were used. The limited
capacity of the water-cooled shelf in the chamber dictated .simple geometries
of 1 inch square for maximum use. . ,
More significant optical change* in the' sine oxide compositions became _, _
apparent .in'the longer tests. Several treatments were found.to have little or
no effect on stability. Ball-milUng of the paint formulations for 6 to S hours
did not introduce enough impurities to change .the degradation characteristics.
Physical stresses^ such as fatigue and thtrrnal shock also had negligible effect
on the paint. The lack of heat-curing was not detrimental, to stability. j
Certain factors were shown to be conducive to solar ahsorptance changes.
Foremost was contamination of the coating, e.g., with sebum or acetone resi-.:
rtr.e. Application of a topcoat over a soiled area was not sufficient to retain, _
stability. It is possible that cleaning might remove any soluble degradable ~
material which may be dissolving in the second coat during respraying. Lower-
ing of the PBR was detrimental to initial colar absorptance and also to stabili-
t y . - - ' ' - ' . , * ' . '
The randomness of somu test results'suggested the possibility of an effect'
due to an aging factor. Samples inventigated for caring and'storage effects'ap--
pear in Table S. A1 sample which had been store'd for four, montus was cut into
three pieces, each of which received different treatments. The'data for'these
samples, Z79, ZBO, and Z81, reveal the beneficial effect of washing and maxi-
misation of stability by heafijg the paint at 500'C. la view of these result*,
contamination of the paints appears to be possible. Washing extracted some of
the degradabl? components. It is possible that additional washing 'may have re-
moved even more. The heat treatment was not at a high enough temperature to
decompose such materials as potassium carbonate, potassium suliate, or zinc
orthosilicate had they r>een present as a contributory factor in degradation. It
appears flint, on utoricg, the coating collected impurities which had not actual-
ly reacted chemically with the paint but instead were held physically in the por-
ous coatings. t
Sample 283 was cured in a carbon dioxide atmosphere by placing it in a
closed box with dry|ice. The deleterious eftect on stability was obvious from
the change in absorptance. Poor stability was also exhibited by Z84; a line
oxide-potassium silicate formulation has a limited, it any, shelf life. Difficul-
ties in remixing and spraying also resulted after storage.
A group.of samples (Z87 through Z92) prepared at the same time from the
same formulation was irradiated in the same test. As shown in Table S, the
coatings received various types of cnre and storage. Surprisingly, the most
stable coating (287) was air-cured and stored. Its change in solar absorptance
was.the.smallest noted in any of ihe extended (>1000 ESH) testa. The desic-
cator cure appeared to be. deleterious to stability, and no difference due to stor-
age in air (Z89), under Saran Wrap (ZOO], or in the desiccator (Z88) was ob-
. served. The undesirable effect of the desiccator cnre was partially eliminated
by heat treatment (Z91 and Z92J. The elightly detrimental effect at curing in a
water-free and carbon dioxide-free atmosphere seems paradoxical. However,
good stability was exhibited by all coatings in this group.
^ • " " • • • " ' '
4170 ESHTest. - The most severe space-simulation test in the program was
for,.4170 ESH at a solar factor of 10.6 suns, corresponding to nearly 6 months
of direct extraterrestrial ultraviolet irradiation. The optical changes plus
short histories of the samples appear in Table 6. Good stability was exhibited
by Z93 (Figure 7) and Z94. The comparatively superior behavior of the coating
with the high PBR. Z94, indicates the fMwibility of increasing pigment concen-
tration. The beneficial effect of a 500'C hea; treatment is evidenced by the re-
sults for Z90. A limited deleterious affect was imparted by washing.
SCREENING OF ORGANIC AND OBGANOMETAUJC PAIN fS
The organic' coating vehicles which were considered can be divided into the
following chemical ^ categories: organometallic vehicles with organic "framing"
groups, fluorine-containing aliphatic resins, organic polyesters, epoxy resins,
and miscellaneous vehicles including commercial resini with undisclosed com-
position.- In this'discussion, however, these binders are divided into three
categories: commercially available ailicones, fluorine-containing aliphatic
resfns. and a modified ailicone-epoxy composition. More than 45 resin films
were'considered for screening. Nearly 300 pigment-binder combinations were
prepared, although only about 50 paints were irradiated in vacuum.
8
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• Th« study of experimento! methyl siiicone'rTisini^carnprised'a'majib* por-
he non-inorganic phaserof the *es^i^.^F^th^rJfta^c»,:1'th«i'raeftyli A ?'~ . ;, I
resins wWchrw«esvnthesUed during the course^bi-the^program Vre . -
od sep»T»tely. ' "• ^ j"°-; y'",*jT)"'-*'fti"'''"5 "'* f ."" *'"*•*-; Vs**ja£1.'" $i':'° ...•" ' »'|
tion of t
silicons
discusse r»tel ,
^Fou* eiUconesNrore evaluated:*'General Electric CompunyJ.vRTVriVl^s.U-?,
cone paste, /heir L.TV-602aiUcono potting compound,- their SRSM-HsUicoE-—
gun, abd-Dow' Coming Corporation's 806A silicon*; resin. The f.rst two ma-W-
terials are polydimemylsnoiane polymers'." RTV-ll> centals silica; calcium.;
oxide, aud calcium carbonate as fillers. It It cured with^herrnoUts^lZ;0a pro-:
urietary Icatalyst obtained froin General Electric. LTV-<>
-- ^ * - ^  ' --^- . . •• .. e' *..,, -• ' ^_J. ._ _ii_ "J K^J .JLll^ __ ^£ eHf*'
requiree heating to 480' F to cure. 'However, addition;ol tetrabutoxy tttaniaov|
accelerates the cure at a lower'temperature.
*'•' " '^Nine fluorine-
tainedfrom E.
sion No. SO. Teflon YFE High Build Clear'Fini«hNo.c _________
Dispersion'No. VZOrVitop A, and Viton B, Teflon TFE is polytetrafluoroethy,-
lene. ' Teflon FEP is a'copolymer of.UtrraQuoroethylene and;hexanuorop"ropy-
-lene, and Viton Is a copolymer of vmylidene nubride and hexafluoropropylehe.-v
The raw polvmer'of Vitnn -JB gum was dissolved in acetone 'or mejkyl ethyl ke-'a
tone. It required ationt 10 days before the suspended imparities settted and a i
' ' -'
t   days
^l mi l''''' ' = ' '•;. - . ' • %i r *•.••.
- . - - .
', Kel-F; resin No. 800 and Kel-F latesNoi KF 8213 were obtained'from the *,
Mirmesota Mining ,»n4 Manufacturing Company.'
 6 The relin and latex are each;/;'
• copoJymere of vinyliderie fluoride and trifluorocbloroethylene, ^ Kel-F, Noi £21 S
was'rec«ived asiaR aqneoas dispersion. -A betone dlspersiooi was made from it
by quenching the aqueoui dispersion of the;latex with llqaid'citrogen, covering
the soliiifiea material' with acetbno? aUowingJhe^^A*owa°rm, and decanting
&e supernatant solutibn. »T^ procest of "wate^eSra<^on'w^;rg>eated^with- /v
out further {ree«ing. The acetone "dispersion »as .then dried over nocreactive \
arin a n t e ° « ' -v- .v \V • < * • <
 v i T , ' . « ' . • = , ^ - - . ***'
The only epcoty resin evaluated was a silicone-eooxy modified acrylic resin
known as L«»inite 201-3 obtaineo from the l,eon Chemical InHustriej;. ,:
 v • f
.- Onlytwo clear .organic polymer elms' were irradiated;'. one specimen of /,
Teflon TFE No. 30 and one of RTV-11 siliconel The da'ta^fbr'awse^two coat-/^
ings., appear £crst, in 'Table T^Awhich also ;contt fns^data-fo^iptfieT-i uyjccceptatXv^_^
organic paints'/- Comparison1 of ^*»ft Vfffl<^*a»«**^K«|Vi>«'jf| P*l.anii S*»3 Ulus^ ^ J>-."*
trctes the difference between a phenyl and a methyl silicone binderf althcf-1"- * '
'••OHM pfttie degrailatiom in P-l"« 4j«?Sntt;was^ne1to.'th«^Iow1_PBB;j a~tAlf-
' silicorie.paints w(ire formulated at a PBB of'aboia 2.5.v?2 .^^ -:- ^\':-_ .. -
, ^ Coating P->,showed exceptional 'res'iatacce to drgradatio: .
flecCince at 440 mu was only 1.0*. 'Th« PBR of 5 is mttch'htgherCthan is:prac-
however. This value is" in excess of the critical pigment Volume concen-
v •.-.;-1% - •
,°'^ ,''ifi';i-0.','3>$j[*^»
° &• . „.
[•»•-=
•~r Of V ' ° - ' ^  - '"if .- ,- - • a , ,-r- v ~
U° -'• ;. • ' ' " • -' . '•>. -'
tration for this pigment-binder combination. • -..
• ^ Coatings P-10, P-12, and P-.14 were also pigmented at a very,high PBR
and their,iesi«ctive critical pigment volume corcentratiocs were probably ex-- '-
coeded, although fairly good adhesion was'observed in these paints. Of all &c
. nonsilicone paintSiVP-14 showed the;best resistance' to yellowing. This paint
was the acetone dispersion of Kel-F 8?>13 pigmented with SP 500 sine oxide.
ZINC OXIDE-PIGMENT ED METHYL SILICONE PAINTS, .
/' ' "", . - ' ' . , + ' '•. : Materials . .'" ' . '
\s • As a result of the pigment and inorganic screening investigations, the pig-
• "mentation of silicone-based pains was confined essentially to the use of SP 500
.•- cine oxide. Rutile titanium dioxide and rinc aulfide were used in several in-
stances for title purpose of comparison. ' ' '
Exoept for two phenyl-methyl silicone paints, efforts\were devoted primar-
ily tomethyl silicone,.'or polydirnethylsilpxane, polymers.- The studies were
divided into^two phases: (1) evaluation of commercially available methyl sili-
"-" cone polymers', knd (2) oyntbesis and evaluation of experimental methyl silicoae
resins; • -• *\ • ; " • " • • ' • .'
', .•'• %.-,»- •' •/•_ '•' -• i • *,
v
 ••- • r, ,, -. /,- f t . ' - -f. Paint Formulation . >
'All paictc were ground in a porcelain jar mill for about 16 hours at approxi-
mately two-thirds critical speed.
The formulation *?rr£?~,the silicone paints are given in Table 8. Pigment/
ler ratioa*are shown as both weight and volume ratios. Weight ratios are.
Ow^ignated PBR (pigment/binder ratio). Volume ratios are designated PVC
(pigment votam'e concentration). . . ' ' •
'-""-'•
;
' '• 'Synthesis of Experimental Methyl Silicone Resins
, The gensral reaction scheme for methyl silicone resins is given by Rochow
and Gilliam.5 A mixture of mono- and disubstituted silicon halides (or ethoxy
esters) is hydrolysed. sod the resultant-sUaaetriols and silanediols are c-m-
densed to the resinous 'product. The coaiposition of the resin io controlled by
Me/Sv the molar ratio of methyl groups to silicon atoms. Me/Si is essential-
'l7<lChe same for both the reactant mixture and the product.
Molecular weights were.obtained on a Mechrolab vapor pressure osmcmc-
ter, model SOLA. The instrument l» fcnnvn as a -Jhermoelectrv;" type of os-
mometer. O P
. . The exporimental resins were sycihetised typically op follows:
U
Experimental Resin R-4: 1V i •:
wFour-t«nths moles (S9.'.2 g) of dimethyldietnoxysUane (90%) and 0.48 moles
'CSji) of mfftyltrtet^oxys'llane (90%) were mixed -with ISO.g at 95% ethjrl
_,__i and added to 400 g of'distilled water. To mis mixture was added 22 ml
of'37%;'jydrochloiicacid^'ani: the mixturo was refluxed vigorously for 19 hours.
A syrupy, viscoos. colorless Viuid of daoslty greater than water resulted.. The
polymer was washed by decactatiua until a neutral test tc litmus was obtained;
'Then 70 g of xylene was added,\effecting' aeparation^of a,water/organic phase.
The organic layer was washed with*distilled water twice and was dried over
Drierite after weighing^ The resultant solution contained 40% resin oy volume
(47% by weight), and tho Mo/Si of tnV polymer was calculated to be 1. 46. The
specific gravity of the resin,solution was 0. 965. ' . , , .. ,£__. , .
 t
i '' . . ., ..,' ' , • . - - * : „ , . .i . ' . ' . - . I- - C' •. V A- M?*H-. >
. Experimental Realo R-5:'' -.. i '•" • - - N . •"• •• ^ -'• ;- • "• "'; c-' I '-n"
Three-tenms moles (38.7 g) of .dlmethyldichlorosilane (99.4%) and 0.'48
•moles (72.0 g) of methyltrichlorosilane (95.0%) were mixed in 300 g of anhy-
drous diethyl ether. The resultant mixture wa8.added:dropwise,with agitation,
over a period of 40 minutei. to iOOO.g-of ice. 'The Jrther layer was separated i
and washed once with distilled water. -It was then washed with 5% solution of •'
sodium bicarbonate, followed by three washings with distilled water. The
ether solution was dried over Drierite and evaporated at reduced pressure,
leaving a viscous', colorless resin. A resin solution in toluene was made at
67.4% solids by volume, the specific gravity of the resin solution was 1.040.
-Me/Si was calculated-to be 1.38. c,, .. ,.. >;«.' ,. , ^. : .-:>
Experimental Resin R-9: . . • .., —
' The basic R-5 methyl silicbne reoin was.prepared according.to the pro- r
cedure outlined above.'' The resultant stock resin .(containing'no solvent) .was .,
distilled at an average temperature of 100'C and 0.004 mm Hg pressure in an.
ASCO 'SO1 Ron-Film molecular still. The upperrmolecular-weight fraction -
was collected as R-9. Its molecular 'weight was'found to be 2000, and its
specific gravity was 1.180. The resin was -lecolofised with Atlas Powdar's
Darco Activated Carbon G60. ' . ° . • ' -. ' ', ,' . ' ' ' • • • • .', ; x-
.; Nine experimenul resins were synthesized during the program.- The pro-
ceotare for those hot included here were identical' in'aU respects except'for -."
ratios of trifunctional to:d
.... >:: « . . - - . Determination of Optical Properties •• <•. ' . -P. <•
• , . . I . . . ' • • • ' ']""-: '.-• *
The.effect of film thickness and PVC oa tte optical propertieii of several
eiastomeric paints is presented in Figure .8. The total normal eroittanco-
values (a: EOO°F) of 8-12 are presented in close proximity to the points on the
graph. The data confirm that thick coatings of approximately'10 mils are re-
•' quired to optimise reflectance and to avoid the necessity for thickness control.
The effect of PVC on solar absorptance was pronounced only at lower film thick-
ness, .except for paint 8-26, which was plgmented at 407* PVC. Little differ-
I ence in solar absorptance was observed when paints S-12, S-13. and S-27 were
applied at a film thickness of about 10 roils^ On the other hand, considerably
thinner coatings appear to optimise emittance.
- Paint S-26 was pigmented at 40% PVC and possessed an exceptiruDy low
solar absorptance; of 0.16 at a thickness of only 7.5 mils. The low absorptance
may.be attributable to the fact that 40% represents a concentration equal to or
greater than the crif.cal PVC. Thus the coating possessed many pigment par-
ticles with an air interface and consequently had a higher average refractive
index ratio, which res'ulted in greater scattering due to enhanced porosity
throughout the coating. . As a consequence of the excessive pigment concentra-
tion, the film was powdery and fragile and'lacked cohesive strength sufficient
to ensure its utility!-1 , ,'
- v '. ' ' t
The effect of Che film thickness of S-33 on its solar abiorptance, total nor-
mal emittance, tnd the ratio of the two is presented in Figure 9. This paint
was .based on the molecularly distilled experimental resin R-9 with an Me/Si
of 1.38. It was pigmented with SP 500 line oxide at 40% PVC.
Stability.to a Simulated Space Environment
Prellroiito..-? Studies. - The results of the initial space-simulation'teJts on
several silicons coatings are given in Table 9. Coatings S-l. S-3. S-4, and
S-5 were irradiated in the oil-diffusion-pumped system; S-l and S-10-were ir-
radiated in the ion-pumped sysu -i. The methyl-phenyl tilicone paint S-l ex-
hibited severe degradation, as evidenced by the loss in reflectance at 440-mu
wavelength. Four methyl silicons paints, S-3. S-4, S-5. and S-13, exhibited
reflectance changes of 1% or loss,- with several of the changes representing in-
creases. The increases'are considered to be a result of experimental errors
such as viewing different measuring positions on the sample before and after
exposure. ' • -
'Although coatings S-3,and S-5 possessed exceptional stability to ultraviolet
irradiation in vacuum, their poor physical properties, in comparison with those
of S-7, and S-10, precluded their further:consideration. They were' more diffi •
cult to apply,, they were brittle, and they checked at moderate temperatures.1
Subsequent work was there/ore confined to tbe LTV-6OZ and experimental
methyl silicone resins. > . .
Effect of Me/Si. - The effect of varying the Me/Si of .methyl silicons resins
from 1.29 to J. 46 is presented in Table 10. Examination of tiie reflectance
and.solar absorptance changes at various exposures shows that the paints based
on resins with lower Me/Si were superior. •
The^small change in solaruabaorptance of S-4. however, is bailed by the
severe decrease in reflectance at 440-mp wavelength. This decrease in the.
vi.lble was counUrbaUnced,by an anomalous Jnc»«.e in reflectance
near-infraiod «ol»r region. While the anomaly cannot be explained at this .
tine. It ii interesting to compare coating S-4 with the inorganic paint Z93 (see
Fiaure 7).^  Re»in H-l, the vehicle to S-4, has theslowest Me/Si, and possesses
a structure which is more'Uke that of the alkali «iUcate« than any of the otter
experimental resins. Furthermore, S-4. like 293, showed an increase in
near-infrared reflectance 'on exposure to ultraviolet radiation in vacuum. ,H-1
was eliminated 'from further consideration, however, because ol its inherent
brluloness and failure when to*«io..ally stressed to 90*.
Tthe selection of resin fi-5"rather than K-7 for further evaluation and for
uso as a stock polymer for molecuUtr distillation)studies was somewhat arbi--
trarv The decision was based on the supposition that an Increase in cross-
»"»"7 _ . . . ' . - _ • « _ • _ « __" jL— 1 __..!>»_ >14..»11 >*k»4i*.--i-4
would produce still more brittle, glasey resins
LTV-60Z Paints and Effect of PVC. - Paints were formulated from General
Electric's LTV^toTpjIymer at M-' "• »•'-*• and 40% PVC in order to' deter-
mine the effect of pigment concentration on stability to a simulated space en-,
vironment. Experimental, resin R-5 was also pigmented at different PVCs. ,
The results of exposure to a simulated space environment are presented.in
Table 11. The data for the LTV-602 paints show the dependence of stability on
PVC Coating S-7 at 20% PVC showed an increase in solar absorptance of
0.040 rompared with C. 030-0. 038 for S-13 at 30% PVC and only 0.012 for S-26
at 40ft PVC. Similarly, coating S-19 at 35% PVC exhibited a comparatively .j
smaller increase in solar absorptance than either S-ll or,S-15 at 25 and 30%
PVC, respectively.
 r ' ' ' ' - . - ; ' • ' * '
The data on LTV-602iir, Table 11 are plotted in Figure 10 toahow tte in-
verse relation of solariaation to PVC. The dependence of stability on PVC is
more easily discerned in less stable systems, such as tho?e based on rinc^sul-
flde- or witile-pigmentedim:jthyl-phenyl silicones. The ainc oodde-methyl. •> -
silicune and the «inc oxide-silicate systems are, byrvirtue of their staWHty, -
more susceptible to differences caused by soiling, measurement errors, etc.
Paint* Based on Distilled' Resins. - iinc oxide paints ba»ed.on undistiUed
methyl resins (e.g. , R-5) undergo optical flattening and an increase. in vorosi-
ty upon curing. Even though thia' process may involve thermal erosion on the
surface of the organic portion of the resin, the cured films are very stable to
the simulated space environment (see Table 11), but their porosity and their •'
300* F cuiing requirement provide no advantages over the porous potassium
silicate paints. It was this porosity and the resultant susceptibility to soiling
which prompted- molecular diatillation experiment* with resin B-5. These ex-
periments, were aimed at the production of higher-moleciilar-weight resins in
the hope-that paints based on mem would produce glossy, more soil-resistant,
• and easily cleanable coatings. • ' " ."• 1
. ••" The effects of ultraviolet irradiation in vacuum on the paints based on
molecularly distilled resins are presented in tta table below. - •••' "'
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--. ;( • EFFECT OF DV OCIADIATION IN VACUUM
. .;:':i,, ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF ZINC OXIDE- '
PIGMENTED PAINTS BASED ON MOLECULARLY DISTILLED
EXPERIMENTAL METHYL SILICONE HESIN B-8
' • • ' • " • . 1
•:'i/ - ' • . Exposure . '
Pair;
No.
S-29
S-31
*Y" '
% '. ESH
•35 ' 0.
- ' • •
 io
°;,
11
 1600
40 0
' , I6CO
0
1780
Heated 1 hr 0 ,
.--.;/, at SOO'F 1780
Solar
Factor
10.5
1
10.2 i
1
9 '
9.4
9.4
Solar Absorptance '
X
I
,128
.136
'.125
l .130
.132
.139
.134
.146
.134
.136
2
.125
.130
.117
.126
.129
^138
.131
.139
.126
.130
OC
.253
.266
.241
.257
.261
.277
.265
.285
.260
.266
*«
.013
.016
.016
.020
,.006
Miscellaneous SUicone.Paint*. - The results of exposure of several miscel-
laneous sillcone paints are presented in Table 12. Paint S-17 was formulated
from Dow Coming's 808 meu.yl-phenyl resin pigmented with Titanox RA-NC,
a nonchalking rutile titanium dioxide. This naint was formulated for the Round
Robic Testing Program and is included here for purposes of comparison.
S-18 was based on General F.VVctrlc's SR-80 resin. SR-80 was reported
to be a purely methyl silicone retiti containing cine octoate catalyst. Unlike
the other methyl silicone resins studied, however, the cine oxide paint (S-18)
made fiom SR-80 degraded severely after exposure to only 1600 RSH. It in*
creased 40% in solar absorptance. Therefore, we concluded mat the resin was
not purely methyl silicone. Infrared transmission analysis of die resin did not
• show typical methyl-pinny I structure nor did the absorption spectra match
polydimcthylsiloxane spectra. ••
.1 ,- •
S-32 was pigmented with Du Pout's new TiPure R-900-1. The exceptional-
reflectance properties of this paint &.ro manifested in the OC , and Of , of only
0. 099 and 0.080,-respectively. Unfortunately, palnu prepared from R-900-1
•do not offer any other advantage over those pigmented with a standard rutile,
since S-32 increased 67% in solar absorptance after only 1650 ESH.
quei
Coating 0-9*0106 was formulated by Dow Corning Corporation at our re-
st. Dow Coming's Q-9-0106. Q-9-0107, and Q-9-0108 are all based on a
. proprietary methyl silicone RTV elastomer and are pigmented with SP SOO sine
oxide, rutile.tita-rtnm dioxide, and cine sulfide. respectively. All three coat-
ings air-dried overnight to adherent, soft,' resilient films. The large fcrrease
15
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tn the solar absorpUnce of Q-9-0108«s»s attributed in part tojhe low PVC.
Q-9-0106 compared favorably,with S-13 in re«i«tance to dogradadon. although .
S-13 was tougher and less easl!? scratched or gouged.' '•However; Q-9-01C6 ap-:
peare*. to posses* less affinity fir dirt than 8-13.1-. •Vi '^V '-'"
4170-ESH TesC' - The rea\ilt» o'exposure" of four iiinc'oxide^pigmentedtnethyl
silicone paints to 4170 ESH of ultraviolet radiation in vacuum are presented in
Table 13. r: . .^J*? ~:- • .". • | ' •; x -jii,'
Paint S-13 increased 0.058 (18%) in solar aoaorptance.''Coating'S> 3 Ij in-
creased 12%"ia solar abcorptance. from 0.282 to Ol 316, duo to degradation.
: This specimen was .applied in a thinner, coat than' ti£>ml. which probably accounts
, for the unusually high initial solar abs'orptance. a . •
Paint S-33 was formulated from experimental resin R-9. wiiich was Bynthe-
sised just prior to the test. The.4170-ESH exposure is the only test to which -
coftting S-33 waa'subjected. The principal difference between R-9 and the other
upgraded resins was the pressure at which it was distilled: 0.004 mm Hg for
R-9 and 0. 04 mm Hg for the other resins. S-33 increased only 9% in solar ab-
sorptance. , . . .. • '•, _. , \
The S-33 specimen which was heated to 500* F for 1 hour showed the great-
est stability to ultraviolet irradiation in vacuum'of all the' organic and semi- •
organic paints studied. .The increase in solar absoTptance.of only'0.011,. or, .
4.6%, compares favorably with the best zinc oxide-rlsmented potatsium sili- .
cate paint, which increased O.*008 in solarabsorptance 'in the same 4170-ESH ^
exposure. • . ' .'', • • "-• , ' *''*' "'*-'- - »• • ~>- * • »'. • - -v".. • • » -
".
1
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DISCUSSION OF.SPACE-SIMULATIONtEFFECTS , '/-.V i „
 k *!"'
I
Radiation Intensity ••
- The time-intensity reciprocity of the thermal-control coatings-,ol interest. '•
was studied. The effect of ultraviolet intensity on the degradation :f three po-
tassiumsilicate paints pigmented with sine-oxide,is-presented in;.Table 14.. ,'• i\
Corresponding samples were:. Z69 and Z70, Z73 and Z74.'and Z75 and Z?6. > ' v
The nncalcined SP 500 pair was' formulated and prepared from ihe same batch.-
One-inch-square samples of the calcined pairs were-obtained'-by-cnttingja^le3c-3::; '
inch painted panel. A significant increase in degradation was apparent at the'
higher solar factor, indicating that 17 suns was an unrealisticaliy harsh treat-
ment. The .effect of ultravioiet Intensity on the degradatioc of three-,methylfi,r t
silicone coatings pigmented with mine;oxide and prepared and cured alike,isi Wbu-
lated In Table 15.rt -^ ., _, ... -_^ -.± .,- '.^. .-^^,-l.»; -. -j. . r - ;-^.- i? \,,,\
. " r- '. T\ .- -.-I,-' .' .'• Ol .'I • ' / • • . ' . ' f" '.."- -: > • L \ - , ' - . '^\
The data in Tables 14 and 15 indicate that time-intensity reciprocity is not
valid between solar factors of 10.7,and 17.4 Intensities frr the coatings examin-
ed. The question of the validity of photochemicalireciprocity, however,-was .„-.
not answered, because the observed increase in degradation may be due in - , •--.
.wholeor in part to thermal effecu or to a discrepancy-in the. measurement oT '
the solar'factors at'the r«ro intensities.. The!choiceo£ 10, snn»:a»';tlM>-factor for i
later experiments "nay not be valid either, since no experiments were conduc-
ted at 1 solar intensity. Nevertheless, accelerated .tests ace imperative for ob-
taining data in a reasonable amount of time.
. '''" * ' ' " ' " " Exposure Time
"Solar absorptance changes of three paints are plotted against the logarithm
of'exposure (in ESH) in'Figure 11. " The linear relationship between the absorp-
tance chenge and the logarithm'of exposure obeys the classical Hurter-Driffield
equation for photographic materials:' i > • •
• t t v x ' - --.I • • y ' *,!
:'->':;•.•,•'; (7\; A °\ 'Y t iogE-iog i)
'where A is the optical density; ^ is the slope (the "contrast" is photography);
E is tne'expbs'ure, or product of intensity and time (in joules); and i is the iner-
tia (in'joules).' Hirt, Schmitt, and DuHon8 and Schmitt and Hixt» have discus-
sed this relation for unpigmented and ultraviolet-absorber-containing films.
The usefulness of the Huyter-Driffield relation is that it maypcrmit extra-
. polation of the curves in order to determine the most extensive damage at long
exposures. ' More work needs to be done on such extrapolation ox data. As
ihown"in Figure 11, the long-term behavior of the !e«s stable LTV-602-based
•'•aintt' S-13, 'is more easily, predicted by extrapolation than the behavior of
more stable/painta--especially S-19; which is one of the most stable coatings
studied.. The scatter in the data for S-19 precluded the drawing of a line
through the points] As discussed earlier, the effects of cofitturtnation are
more readily apparent in stable systems and a^e obscured in degr£«&ble sys-
tems, where their effects are lees important.
I
( Photolysis Mechanisms
Pigment. - 'Much has been learned about cine oxide and other oxide* through
studies"of catalysis and photoconductivity, but rates of separation of photolysed
metal and oxygen are not known. It is conceivable that solar radiation might
product negligible photolysis, even in the high vacuum of space.
To prevant undesired photolysis, the problem is essentially the opposite of
trying .to. niake a, good photoconductor or semiconductor. Light produces an ex-
cited state''or. nonequiUbrinm condition which persists for a relatively long time
in a photoconductor. During this.time atoms in' the lattice may diffuse to more
stable sites. For example, silver in silver bromioV diffuses toward segregated
silver metal particles,' which grow as photolysis proceeds. If the diffusion of
the silver were more restricted, the photolysis would be less efficient. A
line oxide of high solar stability should therefore be a poor photoconductor.
and ttie diffusion rate of excess'sine (actually interstitial Zn*) should be low.
In the following discussion sine oxide is used 0.3 the prime example because
it has been studied more than any "other metal oxide, but the principles involved
apply to magnesium oxide, sircmium dioxide, titanium dioxide, and other ox-
ides suitable for Dements. A consistent picture of cine, oxide behavior has
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beejn worked out only in title past few years. . ; o
Collins and Thomas" have analysed the behavior at sine oxide. It it nor-
mally an n-type conductor. When its surface absorbs oxygen, a negative sur-
face layer composed of oxygen ions forms and an electron depletion layer or
•pace charge develops below trie surface. Diffusion cf photolysis products pro-
cueds in this depleted layer. On the othwr Hand, when the suriace is reduced
with hydrogen or absorbs cine atoms, a conductive ''enrichment" layer with a
bigh concentration of donors fovms near the surface. An enrichment layer
having the same characteristics can be produced by photolysis. The light pio-
duces hole-electron pairs'which break up and diffuse in the surface field'. The
holes discharge surface oxygen ions and generate oxygen molecules which then
evaporate. Further photolysis releases oxygen from the lattice and leaves ex-
cess mine. This mine remains dissolved in the lattice, at least in the early
stages of photolysis, as interstitial Zn+ ions. These ions arr not stable in the
ptesence of oxygen, and they aro concentrated in the centers of the crystals.
The high free-electron concentrations that are generated by light tend to dis-
charge Zn+ ions and precipitate zinc metal, but other factors may hinder this
reaction. The rate of diffusion of the Zu+ ia particularly important.
, There .is some evidence that the stability of oxide pigments may depend al-
most entirely oi\ the binding energy and reaction rate of peroxide-type ions on
the surfaces of the pigments. Peroxide is readily detectable on ZnO"(after ex-
posure to light) by the starch-iodide test.
I . _
Since Oj i> observed tt>" be evolved in a vacuum system when ZnO is irradi-
ated with UV the following steps may be postulated for photolysis: |
 u
C-- (lattice) + hv~«-O- + o"
1
20'
'2 (adsorbed) + e~
O2 (adsorbed)— •O2t
On TK>2 we have not beer, able to detect peroxide, but Ag+ reacts (in light)
to form A^O. The silver ion probably combines directly with O". In order to
make TiOj more stable, the Oj' . state should be made more stable, or. the"
Oj* concentration might be increased by adding peroxide additives.
If Oz" is strongly bonded to the aurfece of the oxide, photolysis would be
inhibited. Perhaps it is significant that line does form a peroxide oy non-
photolytic reactions. Since hydrogen peroxide ia notoriously sensitive to sui •
face catalytic decomposition we suspect that much about the nobility of O»-
(atid H0£) on surfaces can be learned from the observed stabilities oZ H2O2 in
the presence of various surfaces.
Past work on the photolysis of silver brcmiae is helpful in analyzing possi-
ble mechanisms in pigments. Large single crystals of oxides show less photo-
lysis than powders subjected to the same exposure. In silver hslides the silver
ions near imperfections or surface* are more vulnerable to reduction by free
electrons generated by light than silver ions at normal lattice sites. These
i surface or imperfection effects could be important in the photolysis mechanisms
of oxides. At one surface, free oxygen may be generated; at anothei surface
> less exposed to the light or more favorable for metal separation, the free metal
may separate. In other words, light generates electric field and concentration
gradients which are equalized by the separation of the elements in the,oxide.
In fict, an analogous.argument can be advanced for the reason v-hy quartz win-
dows are virtually unaffected by ultraviolet irradiation in vacuum but powdered
- quarts (silica) is severely degraded. A similar argument can be advanced for
magnesium oxide windows versus magnesium oxide powder.
In silver brumido the photolysis is sensitized by small islands of silver
sulfide, gold, or silver itself. These islands trap electrons, which later re-
duce silver ions. Trapping is important because it increases the lifetime of
chemically active excess carriers. When zinc oxide is made so that small is-
' lands of zinc metal ramain in the oxide crystals, these crystals might be un-
usually sensitive to photolysis. This sensitivity could mean that once photoly-
sis produces metal, further photolysis of the satellite coating might be rapid
-and catastrophic. '
When zinc oxide crystals are exposed to zinc vapor at elevated tempera-
ttures and cooled rcpidly to room temperature, they acquire a red or yellow
color due to "dissolved" excess zinc. From conductivity data, ThomasH deter-
mined the concentration of excess zinc in equilibrium with zinc metal at temper-
atures of 430* to 700* C. Data from his plot of solubility (in atoms of excess
zinc per cubic centimeter of the crystal) are recorded in Table 16 .
Photolysis by light in a vacuum can produce the same excess zinc concen-
trations. When crystals which have beec exposed to zinc vapor are.quenched,
why does the cine not segregate? The diffusion coefficient for interstitial ex-
cess zinc in the temperature range from ISO* to 350'C is given by Thomas as:
D = 2.7 s 10T4 exp(-0. 55/k T)
where k T is ia electron volta.
,,-SAt 300*K, D = 7. 3 x 10" \ For a sphere of radius 19 cm around a zinc
metal particle, the concentration gradient might be about 102i atoms of inter-
stitial line per cubic cectimeter per centimeter in photolyzed mate- ial. Such
a gradient could exist over a distance of 10-5 cm between yellow zinc oxide and
the surface of a segregated zinc particlo. This condition corresponds to A
transfer rate of about O.C2 atom of excess sine per second to the zinc particle.
A cine particle of 100-A radius would require about 1.2 x 1C' seconds, or 140
days, to build up these conditions. In other words, if nucleation started, dark-
ening duo to metal separation could develop gvor a period of months at 300*K.
This slow diffusion rate of interstitial sine may bo responsible for the apparent
stability of qui \ched zinc oxide crystals that contain excen z: ic.
Particularly significant is die effect of interstitial sine produced by photo-
lysis on the lifetime of excess curler* generated by light. Although • hole ha*
the *ame-positive charge'as interstitial Zn*. high polarization effects around
u> interstitial Za* may favor hole capture and r»combin»tion. If this is'the
case, the stability of ••'•"• oxide in light may stem from this increased recombi-
nation after a certain concentration of interstitial iff is produced by the light.
In maffnesium oxide* aluminum CTridf. atxd sircor.ium oxide* which are more
easily nkotolysed by light. inUratiti&l cationi ave not readily-formed, either
because ol the compact lattice* or because of fn» large sise of the Zr cationa.
This means that magnesium, aluminum, and ^ ircomutc axe not as eolchle in
their oxides as sine is in tine aril" B. Since '.here are way* of reducing excess
carrier lifetime by adding 'impurities different from the host cation, tile addi-
tion of impurities t* of interest. Such motions nave been tried, bat much work
remains to be done on correlation with fie types aed quantities of imparities
added.
Binder. - Since tile predominant pf.-Jtoehemical reactions in a high vacuum are
Tr~*T-^ 4*****g and color center *otinatiini« large changes in the physical proper-
tics of plattic structural members will'not occur in a vacuum, particularly in
the absence of Any accompanying thermal effects. Thus, for polymeric mater-
ials which do not undergo catastrophic main-chain cleavage, the predominant
physical changes will be discoloration and sur J*ce embrittlemcnt as a result of
cross-linking. The cram-linking can be considered as self-limiting, since the
polymer tr*t-B—»' act* as 'a filter which possesses a high extinction coefficient
for ultraviolet, particularly for the more damaging, shorter wavelengths.
• [
Tfcuj. the primary concern in the utilization of pigmented organic, seml-
organic. sad inorganic coatings for the purposes of spacecraft thermal control
is the prevention of color center formation (i. e. , coloration which increases
the solar absorptance). The secondary concern is the prevention of erosion of
tiie surface due to main-chain cleavage, aide-chain cleavage, or both.
The aim of photochemical investigation is to determine tile mechaoiams
associated with the chemical change which occurs when a substance absorbs
ultraviolet light. The reactions are complex, and the actual change measured
is seldom that produced by tie primary process of light absorption. Therefore
it is necessary to distinguish between the "primary" effect of ultraviolet scd
tiie "secondary" thermal reactions which follow. The *requent production of
atones or radical* in nhotofhetn-'Ral processes lead* tb extremely complex
secondary reactions. *
' The basic difficulty in studying the formation of radicals to solids was
pnintrd oat by Franc*, and Rahmouitch. ** who discussed the cage effect. . This.
ffffftrt, Tft**1 descrioed'ss the Rabinowitch cage ^fy^^t^ i* ns*ftc1*trd Trtfli the
framing of a free radical by its surrounding molecules in such a way that free-
radical recomninatiuu prevails. Snch an effect may account for the fact mat
the gamma irradiation of higher hydrocarbons at 77*K results in the cleavage
of C-H rather than Che weaker C-C bonds.l3-1* That is. the cage effect may
permit me diffoaun of hydrogen rnn-J simultaneous trapping of-me Urge* carbon
radicals, which subsequently recoaibine. '
ZO
The predominantfreaction ia the photoinduced decomposition of polymers
in the presence of oxygen is oxidative. unless the polymer unzips to yield mon-
omer. The quantum yields in the absence of,oxygen ate much lower than in its
presence, duo to the cage effect. When C-'C bix.it are part of the polymer
backbone, they cannot diffuse away rapidly I enough and, as a general role, re-
combination and cross-linking occur. By contrast, when a C-H bond is broken,
the hydrogen atom formed is highly mobile'and the starUtical probability of re-
combinatiuu i* reduced. Thus, the eventual reaction is the production of a
molecule of hydrogen and the ionnatton of a new crosi-link. represeatisj; the
combination of two volatile (hydrogen) fragments and two residual, nonvolatile
fragments, respectively. This does not preclude the existence of various chain
transfer steps as intermediate reactions, but these do not contribute to the net
reactios.
l.i hv — BC- + '^H -
hv (2)
+ HC-CB—»2 + 'C-CBI
•Hf + -H?-
Thus, the creation of stable molecular species is encouraged by: (a) back
reaction, (b) cross reaction, and (c* molecular rearrangement. Should the
higfaer-molecttlar-weight radical (RC* or C-CB in Eq. 2 and 3} be sufficiently
immobilized, or trapped, the possibility of providing a permanent color center
in me absence of oxygen or a similar reactive substance is apparent. Lawton
et al» claim that radical trapping in polymer *y*tems occurs under three con-
ditions: (a) within the crystallites of the polymer, (b) in the amorphous phase
below the glass transition temperature, and (c) in heavily cross-linked poly-
mers, because they ma; be attached to a network structure in a fKi.iricm ra
which no other radical i* accessible.
In the presence of oxygen, the possibility of chain scission is ~r"-»- greater
due to the irreversibClty of tile reactiun with oxygen. Moreover, this is a
chain reaction and can therefore be ««irrt^il to have a higher quantum yield.
B<j-CH + bv — -
IR«C-
+ O
(5)
(6)
m
(8)
Miller16 has shoon by electron spfo Tesooance th*; irradiatad nolyvinyl
chloride which has been exposed to air loses radicals at a far greater rate than
ssmplfi* treated similarly in * vacuum. Cbajuro17 reports a lack of coloration
of the material when it i* exposed to air and attributes it to the formation cf
the peroxr radical. St. yierre and Devhnrst18 .Vvtd it possible to totally in-
Zl
Ubtra?saRnatfcn of C-C croaa-Unka
hon. -in another paper. IV d*acrlb»:tb« oxygen tanninatlon of
free'tmdicala inirnfffiatse aOaxana. -" Thay found' a carboxytic add and two type* .
of parozidea wtra forinad daring raoialyaia of hayamattiyldialloMma; , , ^" • «
,,/ '-<,'A. ' .j r,
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acaily*is provide* a general pictmc at tfce vazions poMiMe
ntod reaction* and ttotrcuiaptoOty. against wtdcii di
can be evaluated. Opon irradiation wiflk ultraviolet in
d to be'amons On most roUtant materiaU IOIOWIL:' ThU
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Bindex-Ricfa Layer* (Glpju)
t of increasing PVC on uUraviolet ataUlity
•trated. .Tellowinj of ainc oxide piginenta waa ahown tr> be liivejaajy.
:
 on PVC. Since ultraviolet damage occu • otdy ,m tt>e 'ootermoat lay era
S») ' ofjOieae painta and
' * " "
pi(
'
tvibote to Ine 001 ed dfgradatta
Accordingly*
contribution to degradation of a pigment-poor layer
oderately drgra«hbl
rather than one of the more"stable coatings, i FOOT 1 i 3~incb ^inini»-in« p»-li-
were abraded and coated with paint S^l, a ainc nlfide memrl->bem-; aflicone
witt a PVC of 40%. The cpatinga Were applied at tfcirJanxsea'^ n'exceaa ot-3-
mOa. allorrcd to air^dry for 24 hoars., and fl»en baked at 3OO*F for 16 boora
and at 400* P for Z boors. Tworof the cuatluga >are genay.'acraprf wife a". .-:
razor bUdc in order to remove the t^ tayen;1appradi&a^y;pv5_mil-was re?
. - I!
Z2
- . .
 :— - :? ->'. o • • v. 5 ^<yy-V ° '- ••*->-*
'' ' the rcaalt* after ezposore to oloalated apace enviremment axe pre-
-- •entad below. The data-Indicate that a plo»ent-def Ident glouy layer
va> origUoally preaent and that It eontriboted al0nlflcantly to the
•VtjrailttlTm of the ontneted Jiaipliraj The higher reflectance of the
scraped •••pies than that of the untreated aa^Oe* before erpcaore to
.apace »ianlatioh la fnrtber indication of .tto existence of a.Mnder-
,- rich layn. WMle tho ezistenoe of a binder-rich layer is oot as
earioiui in the •ore stable sine oocUe-pigBented BBtbyl silicones(e.a.. LTV-602),stt will be significant when such paints are
to 4OOO-or,-»nr« 8SB. -^- ----- ^  .', . - - —. •-
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Table 1 (coct.)
EFFECT OF UV {RRAOIATION Oi VA.CO0K
3H OPTICAL PBOPEBTIES OF kCSCELLANEOUE DtOX UANIC PfCMQCTS
Solar
* yactox mp OOP mp
.-, ---
Titaaban Alloy Mfij
Cobic.
Titaniom AOoy Ufe.
Superpa*
Titammn Allor M£g.
Reagent grade.
CoTrman
and Bell
0
: 75
0
180
' 0
180
, 0
75-
1.5.
1.5
92.5
65.5.
* 88.0
33.0
86.5
65.O
91.0
89.0
97.0
90.5
95.5
73.5
' 92.5
84.5
94.5
94.0
EFFECT OF 3V IRRADIATION IN VACUUM
ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF hOSCELLANEOCS INORGANIC FIGMENTS
Alocer MC (alpba).
GQUOD
Afoce* MA (gamma}.
AjaxP kaolin.
Georgia Kaolin
AjaxSC kaolin.
Geozgia Kaolin
Paper
National Lead Co.
Syatnetic.
Jobna-kiaonlle
Vollaatonite C-l,
Cabot
No. 140 Alabama
WTrinalrrr. CUxk and
Darnels
AlSillag 243.
American Lava
Special.
OttawaSili
Oiealite WB-S.
Gr
Table Z
EFFECT OF UV IRRADIATION IN VACUUM •
ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF ZINC OXIDE PIGMENTS
1
Manufacturer** particle Purity.
Deaiftnation Siae. a! %
SPSOO
AZO-66
USP 12
AZO-33
SPSOO
SPSOO
SPSOO
AZO-55LO
AZO-S5LO
0,30 < >99.90
0,20 ' 99.80
0.30 99.80
0. 20 99. 20
(Cainined 16 hr
at 700'C)
0.40 99.20
(Calcined 16 hr
at 700-C)
Exposure
ESH
0
75
0
ZOO
0
300
0
300
0
3100
0
1720
0
1720
0
•720
0
1720
Solar
Factor
U"5
31
3j
'
3 .
10
1
10. Z
10. Z
10. Z
10. Z
Reflectance, %
440 mi
95.0
95.0
93.0
91.0
93. J
92.0
88.0
86.5
95.0
91,0
93.5
90.5
9Z.5
91.5
86.5
83.5
90.0
88.5
L 600 mi
99.0
99.0
99.0
98.0
98.0
97.5
95.0
93.5
*9.0
98.0
98.0
96.0
97.5
97.5
93.5
92.0
95.5
»5.0
, Solar
Alaoiftaace
k a
• 0 "
.138
.164
.133
.140
.198
.213
.156
.164
6a
.026
.007
.015
.008
38
^ , .Table 3
EXFECT OF UV IB RADIATION IK VA.CUUM
OH OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF MISCELLANEOUS iNORCANIC COATINGS
All fample* cored at 140* C for 18 hr.
4 ,
Samide
C2
1
C3
C4
CS
CT
C8
C9
Cll
CI3- .
C17
•CIS
"C19
'CZ3
(
,C25
Compoiitioa*
Solid*
' Gouteulj
Figment " i%
AUOy 63. 9
SHjO
C-35. Alcoa
CaSiOj. ' 62.8
Wollaatonite
La,0, 56.9
'
UAlSijOio, 64. 4
Foote Mineral
LiAlf i ^ 4, 64. 4
Lithafrax.
Carborundum
MgAl204 ','• 37.9
14gSiO3 . - 56.9 -
SiOj . 62. 8
fued quarts
powder. GE
SaO.. 61. 7I
SoO, . 61.7
- Z
ZnS .59.0
"znS. XXXN. 56.9
Chaa.Oaborne
SiOz. 30. 4
Dicalite WB-5
SiOz. 26. 5
Dicalite WB-5
Exposure
ESH
0
ZOO
0
IBS
0
180
0
250
0
2100
0
75
0
200
0
300
0
300
0
2100
0
260
0
Z50
•j
300
o
300
Solar
Factor
3
3
3
2.5
10
1.5
3
3 -
3
10
4
2.5
3
3
Reflectance, %
440 mn
75.5
64.5
(
78.5
5Z.5
92.5
54."
59.0
'52.0
<85.0
.43.5
'93.5
76.0 •
92.5
66.5
87.0
76.0
77.0
76.5
76.5
67. C
SS.O
81.0
88.5
86.5
90.0
77.0
89.0
73.5
600 mu
75.5
72.5
83.5
71.5
95.0
77.5
64.5
62.5
86.0
60.5
98.0
94.5
94.5
84.0
87.5
85.0
82.5
82. 0
83.0
78.5
93.5
88.5
88.0
67.5
91.5
88.5
91.5
88.0
Solar
Absorpiance
et
.345
.371 ,
'
.130
.219
.177
.221
.264
.278
.220
.231
.136
.173
.128
.186
At*
.026
'
1
.089
.044
, .ou
.011
.037
.058
I Table 3 (cent.) '
EFFECT OF UV IRRADIATION IN VACUUM
ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF MISCELOANEOOS:iNORCANlC COATINGS
•All samples cured at 140*C for 18 hr. ' '
1 Table 4
Composition*
SoUda
' 'Contenl
Sample Pigment . %
C34
C36
C39
C42
C45
C46
C47
C52
CS7
Molochite
SF
Molochite
ft
Molochite|6(HC1
leached)
Molochite '
I6(HCI
leached) .
ZrO,.
CP -
ZrO
CP z
ZrC-,
CP 2
Zr02.
CP ~
ZrSiO4,
Superpax
56.9
56.9
61.7.
61.7
73.0
72.0
74.8
64.4
56.9
Exposure1'
E.
ESH
0
300
0
300
0
250
0
2100
0
75
• • • • o
. 75
0
75
0
200
0
200
Solar
Factor
3 i
3 i
•
2.5
10
1.5
1.5
,
 y
1.5
3
r
' '3 .
• Reflectance, %
440 mu 600 mu
77.5
71.0.
76.5
73.5
74.5
74.5
75.0
63.5
S9.0
83.5
" 76.'0
71. 5
88.0
61.5
90.5
73.5
79.0.
63.0
81.0
7?.0
82.5
81.5
83.5
83.5
84.5
76. 5,
w.o
90.5
86.0
85.0
95.5
88.0
93.0
87.0
68.5
81.5
Solar
Absorptance
te-
i a
.251
.•281
.243
.260
1
1
1
r v
' f '
• >'r-
.140
o .:Z05
• .180
-.249
«\<*
.030
.017
.065
.069
Ei'FECT OF UV IRRADIATION IN VACUUM
ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF INORGANIC ZINC OXIDE CCATK3S
All samples cured at 140*C f-r 18 hr.
• The binder for all paint* wu PS7 potassium silicate {Bylvania}! except for .
C46 and C47 which were banded with alumirjnn acid phosphate and colloidal
•ilica respectively. . . . . . .
The pigment-to-binder ratio^PBfi) was 4. 30 for all paints with the follow-
ing exception*: C8. 1.50; CIS. 3.19: C23. 2.13; C46. 2. SO; C47. 5.33.
Composition*
Solids
Content,
Sample
Z5
2.8
Z9
Zlo
Z27
Pigment
SP 500
SPSOO
SP 500
SP 500
SPSOO
* PBR
46.
'56.
1
151.
' '46.
1
46.
3
9
9
3
3
4.
4.
2.
4.
4.
30
30
13
SO
30
Expo
ESH
0
200
0
200
0
200
0
300
0
sure_ Solar
Solar' Reflectance, % Absorptance
Factor 440
3
3
3
I
,3,
S-W**
Z28
Z29
Z35
7.19
Z42
SP50C
SPSOO
SP 500
E-P730
XX 254
* The binder for
800*C/12 hr.
49.
51.
64.
i
73.
1
73.
3
3
4
0
0
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
all coatings
58
22
30
30
30
was
225
0
S-W
270
0
S-W
225
0
S-W
225
0
S-W
270
0
S-W
270
PS7.
2.5
3
2.5
2.5
3
96.
93.
94.
90.
88.
86.
94.
93.
91.
90.
90.
89.
88.
87.
89-
86.
86.
54.
57.
56.
52.
56.
55.
75.
rap 600 mu *r AOC
0
5
S
5
5
5
0
0
0
S
5
0
5
0
5
0
5
0
5
0
5
5
0
5
78.0
3
The
75. 0
pigment
98.5
97.5
98.0
96.0
89-5
60". 5
97.0
98.0
94.5
92.5
94.0
93.5
90.5
92.0
92.5
88.5
91.0
75.0
n. o
"th S
75.0
76.5
76.5
89.0
88.5
87.0
for Z 35
' .132
•* ; 138 .006
.146
.150 .004
.258
.269 .011
.139
. 142 .003
t
was calcined at
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Tahle 7
EFFECT OF UV IRRADIATION IN VACUUM
ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEVERAL ORGANIC PAINTS
,' • - . -, - Exposure
Paint
No.'.
P-l
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-7
F-8
P-10
P-U •
PrlZ
P-13
P-14
P-19
P-ZO
Composition
figment
- ,: ,
r - •
SPSOO
ZnO
SPSOO
ZnO
SPSOO
ZnO
SP 500
ZnO
ZrO2
SP 500
ZnO
SP 500
ZnO
SPSOO
SPSOO
ZnO
ZnS
SPSOO
ZnO
Binder
HTV-11
Teflon
TFE 30
306A '•
SE551-N
HTV-11
LTV-60Z,
Teflon
TFE 30
Teflon
TFE 852-
ZOZ
Teflon
FEP 120
Viton B
Kcl-F
800
Kel-F
800
Kel-F
8213
PBR
0.7
3.4
1.0
5.0
0.66
0.67
0.4
4.0
0.5
5.0
1.5
SPSOO ;\ Kel-F '5.0
ZnO * 821 3
(acetone dispersion)
SPSOO .
ZcO
MgO
Laonite
Z01-S
Leonite .
Z01-S
0.67
0.44
ESH
• 0
108
C
74
C
108
0
500
0
500
0
500
0
74
0
108
0
314
0
500
0
108
0
108
0
108
0
500
0
108
0
108
Solar
Factor
4 •-
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4-
4
4
4
4
Reflectance, %
44O mp
73.5
60.5
84.7
69.2
89.0
£6.0
88.5
84.0
91.0
88.0
91.0
90.0
87.8
42.0
84.0
46.0
84.3
52.4
88.5
76.5
84.0
64.8
89.5
49.5
87.0
42. 0
97.0
80.5
8t>.0
71.0
93.5
35.0
600 rap
77.5
76.5
80.6
74.7
87.5
83.5
94.5
93.5
92.0
91.5
93.5
93.5
70.0
59.6
91.5
74.5
77.3
67.5
92.0
89.0
77.6
72.7
92.0
78.0
87.5
72.5
98.0
95.0
85.0
83.0
9Z.5
78.5
• -V • V O,".. »• W ™ stSP ff& 'I
^ .^^ m^m^
Table 8
• • FORMULATION DATA FOR SILICONS PAINTS
Paint
No.
S-l
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-7
S-8
S-10
S-ll
S-13
S-15
S-16
Ingredients, parts by wt.
Superlith XXXN sine sul/ido
806A resin
Toluene, ,
SP 500 Bine oxide
XR-6-1057 resia
Tetrabutoxy titanium (TBT)
Toluene
SP 500 Bine oxide
R-l exptl. resin snln.
SP 500 sine oxide
XR-6-0049 resin
Xyleoe |
SP 500 sine oxide
LTV-602 polymer
SRC-05 catalyst
Toluene
SP 500 Bine oxide
R-2 exptl. resin sola.
Toluene
SP 500 Blue oxide
R-4 exptl. r»sin soln.
Xylena
SP 500 sine oxide
R-S exptl. resin soln.
Tclutn? '
SP S0"> sine oxide
LTV-602 pol-mer
SRC-OS catalyst
Toluene
SP 500 Bine oxide
R-5 exptl. resin
Toluene
SP 500 sine oxide
R-7 exptl. resin
Toluene
107.5
100.0
37.0
141.0
173.0
3.0
108.0
45.0
111.0
93.4
100.0
38.0
140.1
100.0
0.5
160.0
112.0
100.0
'67.0
77. 5
100.0
,17.7
123.6
104.0
86.0
240.0
100.0
.0.5
183.8
212,0
100.0
157.0
163.0
100. 0ito. o
we.
% PBR
40- 2.15
20 1. 19
25 Si 35
25 1.80
20 1.40
25 1. 70
25 L.78
,
25 L.63
30 2.40
30 2.12
. ZS 1.64
1
1
Solids
% by vol.
40
40
. 26
v
 40
1 'I
40
- r.
- 0 40
40
1
40 .
1
,
40
;-' 40
40
Table 8 (emit. )
' ' I p
FORMULATION DATA FOB SLUCONE PAINTS
Paint
No.
C-17
Ingredients, parts by wt.
RA-NC ru-'ie
808 resin
—
140.0
100.0
PVC,
45
PBR
2.80
Solid.
% by vol.
40
Tetrabutoxy titanium (TBT) 1. 0
S-16
S-19
S-26
S-27
S-29
8-31
n-Butanol
Toluene
SP 500 sine oxide
SR-80 resin
SP 500 Bine oxide
R-5 exptl. resin
Toluene
SP 500 sine oxide
LTV-602 polymer
SRC -OS catalyst
Toluene
v
" SP 500 sine oxide
LTV-602 polymer
SRC-05 catalyst
Toluene
SP $00 zinc oxide
R.,8 exptl. resin
Tetrabutoxy titanium (T6
Toluene ,
Si-' 100 sice oxide
R-8 exptL, resin
47.0
24.0
48.0
100.0
268.0
100.0
176.0
373.0
100.0
0.5
214.0
304.0
100.0
O.S
197.0
264.0
100.0
T) 1.0
176.0
316.0
100.0
IS
35
to
'A
35
40
1.45
2.68
3.73
3.04
2.64
3.16
,
31
40
40
,40
•
a
40
40
Tetrabutoxy titanium (TBT) 1. 0
6-32
Toluene
TiPure R-900-1 rutUe
LTV-602 polymer
SRC-OS catalyst
Toluene
179.0
237.0
100.0
0.5
198.5
35 2.2. 40
37
.. I
Tuple t (cont.) '
FORMULATION DATA FOR SILICONS PAINTS j
Paint
No. Ingredients, parts by vrt.
PVC.
PBH
Solids
% by vol.
S-JS SP SCO fine ocidu 316.0
R-9 exptl. resin' 100.0
Tetrabutoxy titanium (TBT) 1. 0
Toluene • 225.0
40 3.16
Dow Coming- 806A resin. XF-fc-1057 resin. XR-6-0049 resin, and 608 resin.
Du PoaU Telrabutoxy titanium (TBT) and TiPure R-900-1 rattle. , ,
General Electric: LTV-602 polymer. SRC-04 catalyst. SRC-OS catalyst. .
SR-80 resin, and 81932 resin.
National Lead:?itanox KA-NC rutile.
New Jersey Zinc: SP 500 sine oxide
Nuodex Products: SiUc'ure Z-775
C. J. Osburn Co.: Superlith XXXN Bine su'.fido
Paint
-U£ft»*wN4
Table 9,
EFFECT OF, UV IRRADIATION JN VACUUM ^
ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEVERAL SILICOKE PAINTS
Expesure
Reflectance. %
bOONo,
S-l
S-4
S-5
S-7
S-10
Figment
ZnS
SP500
ZnO
SP500
ZnO
SP 500
ZnO
SP500
ZnO
> 806A "
R-lt
XR-6-
, 0049
LTV-
602
' R-4
40
25
25
20
25
0
300
0
300
0
300
0
450
, 0
450
3
3
3
1C
16
84.4
63.0
79.0
79.5
80.5
81.0
87.5
82.5.
77.0
77.0
89.0
• 87.3
81.5
80.5
83.5
84.5
92. i
90.5
87.5 ,
' 87.0
^-'•^•^'••^'iS^-S
" * . V i " n - \^ v>.. ''•/ ' -t^ : ,.. > * •' ,' •.
EFFECT OF Uy IRRADIATIONS .
ON OPTICA1. PROPERTIES OF SUJCONE PAINTS
• AS A FUNCTION OF Me/Si
 ; _' .. —
* - - • •
P*int.
No.
8-4
S-16
S-U
S-8
Catapofiticm '
Binder Ma/Si
' B-l 1.29
B-7 1.33
B-S ' 1. 38
B-2 1.46
' Ex
'SSH
0
1 300
0
1460
0
615
0
1600
•o
1460
0
450
0.
1460
posnre
Solar
Factor
3
9
9 .
11
v-
9
10
9
Reflectanca .
440 rat
79.0
79;5
83.0
71.0
80.5
78.0
8I.{5
78-'5_
86.5
82.5
80.5
76.0
. 85.5
82.0
i MO run
81. »
'80.^ 5 -
85.5.,
 c
81.5-r
88.5:
87.0.
88.5
86.0
91.0 - -
88.5
92.0 .
91.5
94.0
91.0
.. Solar „.
Atworptaace. *"
<te
:<*- t : ....
.26
.27 -
.... .
:26
.27
;. .27 , ,
, .27
• i
.23
.25
1 . •
.20
.23
Table 11'
EFFXCT OF OV ffi RADIATION IN XACUUM
'ON OPTICA1/PBOPERTJ2S OF- S1UCONE PAINTS
• . , AS A' FUNCTION OF PV<".
" CompMttion" i Expo»ar«
Paint -tii , .PVC. sola*
No. Binder' ' % ESH Factor
(
 S-7 , LTV.-602 20 1 . 0 •
1460
01
 ' ' * ' . ; . ' 3J5°
1
 S-12 -LTV-602 25. 0
1 [" '. c ' *"*
8-13 LTV -602 30 0
litO
. . . 0
1200
- . .
 (
0
' ; . ' • • • -• ' . 3350
S-27 LTV-602 3*' > 0
1600
~j .--• . . - • 0
1850
' 'S-7,6 LTV -602 40 0
1200
S-tl H-5 25 0
1460
S-15 B-5 30 0
1700
• S-I9 H-5 35 0
1200
'0
1850
9
17.6
9
9
8.7
17.6
10.2
10.1
8.7
9
10.7
8.7
10.1
' Solar AtMorptance
*1 '
»
.115
.141
f
1
.107
.117
1
 .106
.120
.135
.111
.125
.126
.124
.132
**Z
.087
.099
.068
.075
.ffU
.OS!
.056
.062
.099
.100
.099
.105
Of
.220
.260
.240
.300
.230
.260
.230
.260
.202
. ItO
.230
.2X0
.'175
.192
.176
.201
.161
.173
.230
,250
.230
,240
.224
.226
.223
.237
AM
.040
.060
.030
'.030
.038
.050
.017
io25
.012
.020
.010
.002
.014
Table 12
EFFECT OF UV IRRADIATION IN VACUUM
ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF MISCELLANEOUS SILICONE PAINTS
Paint
No.
S-17
S-18
S-32
O-7-
0107*
Q-9-
C108*
Q-9-
0106*
Compoaition
Binder
808
TBT
SR-
80
LTV-
602
Pro-
prie-
tary
Pro-
prie-
tary
Pro-
prie-
tary
Pigment
Titanox
RA-NC
SPSOO
ZnO •
TiPure
R-900-1
r-TiO,2
ZnS
SPSOO
ZnO
Exposure
PVC, Solar"
% ' ESH Factor
45 0
1600 11
25 0
1600 11
35 0 '
1650 9
25 0,
1480 10.7
i
15 0
1530 11.1
25 0
1850 10.1
Solar Absonitarce
.099
.158
.103
.165
.100
.193
.120
.144
<*2
.080
.140
.111
.206
.120
.131
.108
.117
OC
.296
.279
.390
.179
.298
.214
.371
1
.220
.324
.228
.261
4«
.110
.111
.119
.157
.104
.033
Table 13
EFFECT Of 4170 ESH OF UV IRRADIATION
IN VACUUM ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SILICONE PAINTS
Paict
No. Binder
S-I3 LTV-
602
S-31 a-8
S-33 R-9
ComjKMition
PVC,
% Cure
i
30 16 br at room
temperature
40 1 hr at 3CO- F
1
40 1 hr at 300* F
l
1 br at 300- F
+ i fer at SOO'F
Exposure
 So!ai. Ah,m^ttnr,
ESH
i
0
4170
0
4170
0
4170
l 0
4170
Factor ^1 ^2 6f AQ(
.124
10.6 .160
. 145
10. 6 . 165
.119
10.6 .128
.i28
10.6 .134
.087
. 109
. 137
. J5i
.09/
.108
.109
.114
.in
.269
.282
.316
.216
.236
.237
.248
.058
.034
.020
.011
* Furnished by Dow Corning Corp.

.. <• ( 'r^C7 —I
- ' o, t/^l
-i ^ Table 16 „, . ' ^ " * '- ' '
.SOLUBUITY OF ZINC IN ZINC OXIDE FROM SATURATED VAPOR
Temperature,
'r. <
Concentration
of
Ztnc'Atom'i
«rii^ 2£Sa
800 ,r
600
:• r '' • . - , .
 c ,,, ; ' ., -•.- ; a > •- • • * , •>
.-.-' ' -z.xio1*-^.; ' - • ' ••*, .H! "«•.. '
. 4 0 0
-*i "i ' ' ' •
0 'S0°
' . - ' " ' - 162 " ' *
72 ' .
" 5x10"
: :^ito*f-
• lo1?
. i 104f
' r. ' '" .
^ '"'^ "ij
^
 86 '-
 tlv' . '';
', ^.7'' • «•: . ° "
• :i, ';:-/ . . o s- ,
v( ; ' , *
,Vfe:M. ••-,/ . '- - •
-•. ^- > : * • •
—
J
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t'. TB& trlEC-re OF ULTRAVIOLET P'DIATIOII OH LOU ag/e SURFACES
By R- !»i Olson, L. A. McKsllar, J. V. Stewart
a -- _ .: . • *"
•^ _ g^' I Lockheed Missiles and
Bf ~~ ~ "33ie_prcaomlnant source of natural environmental damage to spacecraft
I" '', o thermal control surfaces la" solar ultraviolet energy. An experimental
L, investigation'Of this'damage Is described-;."r Ihe primary purposes in this
t • f.workxare (1) the evaluation of candidate materials, and (2) the prediction
.''of operational behavior for selected materiols. Candidate surfaces are
'' exposed In vacuum to near-ultra'lolet energy; the effect of these
.** exposures on the materials'.normal spectral reflectance la determined.
TOie'.primary energy source Is' the A-H6 jzercury-argon high-pressure
a.jtbls is used bare and vltb filters. Incident fluxes are determined with
c
 t", coi'ibrated phototubes «h^ vltb tberaopll^a. Sanple cucbient pressures are
, 'maintained at 10-6 to io-7 Itorr; sa.-i.ple temperatures are varied from 70°P
4.'.'to 500°P. Incident flux densities are varied .tenfold. Both Initial
' ^damage and damage reversibility (bleaching) are Investigated. Efforts are
•^•"concentrated otrvhitO'pl£ment-*feDlcle.binary systems; these are candidate
t : low o,./« spacecraft surfaces. Results demonstrate the dependence of
damage upon wavelength of r Irradiation and upon sample temperature.
'Materials studied Include silicate, silicone, acrylic, and epoxy vehicles
and TtO,,"ZnO, ZrGlOj,, and Ll/Al/SlOj plgoents. possible
.ore reviewed; o , . - ^
,;i \ • ' < • . - • . .' -:
• , 'Ultraviolet radiation fnox the sun io the primary cause of .
to •thenial control surfaces iaian orbital environment. This .damage is
, 'most severe for surfaces selected to provide a low ratio of solar absorpt-
"ance (cy) to/snlttance' (e). An experlnnt&li program haa been in progress
- to investigate this daaage. 1Ms_proaran 2ias as its prlcary goals (1)
, the evaluatton^of candidate materials, and (2) tta prediction of oj-ru-
c
 ^x^tift'ff^*^n'-^*~iairiTTi" 1 nlio^ damage pToce'sses is aloe 'sought.
Vies of surfaces to be studied are exposed in high vacuum to
. near-ultraviolet radiation.. Prtnary criteria for danage are spectral
•\reflestance data. The exjoiure parameters'of Irndlatlon flux density
•ena"wavelength,,-'and naspl« temperature 'are varind. It addition, explora-
tory post-exposure bleaching studies have been performed. ,
,^t~:
' • > ' * • ^ <,-'
• ft>' provide engineering deaign data, the results of ultraviolet ituhieV
1
 «re generally Interpreted as If simulation cf partlnent. constituenta of-.
the orbital envlronraent were achieved. It must be noted, however, that.
precise eavlronx&ntal simulation, io never, achieved in the laboratory.
Vie BDSt notable discrepancy la the «pectral dissimilarity Vtwoen extiB-
terrestrlal cclar redlatloa and the.output oj Qourciia suitable Tor" , .
materiel screening and development studies'. Bveri 'if 'one aii'umes that all' --
significant sources of orbital, donnee to6theraal control 'surjacos are
found la the laboratory test chamber, a^stralghtforwardipredicticn at-.
beaavlor in space from laboratory data ib not posolble., There i? evidence
that (1) tba^cbserveJJ changes -In redlatlwrpropertleejnayr result from, :
several react lotui, and, (£)?hs-, dependence- of ^ ^'the reictipnp.onslrradlancef-
wavelength iav'likelj to be dlfforent fp^! each;:react'lpa and each material. tv
Large. .uncertainties- la p'redlctionti of ^ Altel. -stability" 'result ..>i- Beth *to- •
reduce. these 'uncertainties, and; to guide Aterlol.developBcnt'prograss/' V '
lufoiiBation -on- the energetics and mechanism of ultraviolet 'damage la '
. desired.;; Tea wdrh reported -herein, therefore, aceis.to-inve
o proccsDea oo wtll. as provide engineering deolgn data.
.1:1
I I
Charibtr'uid Vacuua',System'
I
. BXFHUWEBW1
/ ' ' " < «'° '= ,
-Ultravleaet Soursoo
M ~, ' n / -V.. -"- f .Vto • . ^
o -' ^ n^ r,>'*. , • -.v . p i\X' -5i-' 'Jcir-, ultraviolet radiation Jis-a 1 10) A-lio (FHK La
' '
t* i-
mercury-argon eirc>hi£&-pres8ure, high-Intensity lampTv Appraxicately yfr
.at this loop's ndiaiit energy Is In the^;200C.V to'l»aoCA;Tul£e. 'Tte^iaaiijj"
IB watorrcooled.oi.-d Sas a-quarti ; water Jacket and'-velcclt};.tube; 'Ibis g
assembly.'IsjloweretlXinto a quartz envelope, extending into the exposure .'..•
chamber froa.the,topi ^;Tne lamp assembly can^be withdrawn to change lairps
5' the vacuum in the system/
 e, <, ;: ° \ V . ' ., '. • '
-.••'' L'j ' / .- . ' .1 -r ° • '
\,Dstector• and Hor.ltor fs:':
' B» ultraviolet Intensity is monitored wltbfcallbrated Dlictotubeg, ."
(RCA 935) that .are filtered .to; monitor radiation in the -2DOOA to .tOOOTi,,
 :.
: Interval. Coming'T-JIt' filters,ere'used to»pass only vhe^near ultraviolet-,•.
radiation, neutral-density flitters-are used to reduce the.flui^density
incident on the detector, In'orderitxi avoid saturation of'.the'pfiototubo.j
.'. .tte-ptototubes have beenv"callbrate4 by oitlnoae'try..and,w>.th a.tobrrajplle. '•-
EK output.of tbe phototubes;'is"'dutOTatlcally.oeasured ant'rjeborited for 9,.-\
few minutes every hour with a reconiing adcroanrneter." When-doslrid, g.
fliterals used to compare the .intensity in, tha~-!OOOf-yoO!t,.
/region .tcflaSB*r>'in';tlie 3000-*<XX)A region. 5bis to'of'interest, siiicej-tiae r,
A-H6-laqp output-reduces with tils'oore in tbcishort.thanIn"U» Ions ,°
S'- . ; t ' 5>, , ComingiO^-Sli l ^i  a tf-3"OoX,
 v 0
i,. 'Jin", ^ '* -  'i t r ej-tiaer* e
V , '^J." , , ~'~ ^ B-l t.t an I  
 ;*y '
'?'•. '„ ''•'• '°~, ": '^*~:'f'"'.'''^ v • ( ? - « ' • o '• ''• '",;.'„ . . '- ^ ' * ° ! - . . " - - f ' ' . ' , "^ f
"^ -:»- •••^.\--V i ••° -^''^ T >"-* '*« = 'v--^° K "». •V*""^' °7.-»••--<&,•» • •• • *
 tt*^° : - /-^^ " •: '-x->2- ^^-c" .. - -^ - : - ~ ' » i '
.*& • \ ^, - ^B; b,: • •< -r^L,. • -44,-.;;: ,%K; c- r« i;v, 5 - - '
" .« ' -4- .""^^ •.%
 0
4
- \ - , , « "i •SxS!.v--J!. , *^iis> -; •*^tv-,°>.-'^l, „ .-- -°
•x« *:r^v* t >*"':':"• .^ .«^ -^.f^  c^«c ./;.•.-,.
'i'? the• OJtpOGure ch&sibe rs' are metal bell Jaro 1U incites liigfo by lU inches
In diameter Icounted on 18 Inch 'laoe plates. The sample holders are vater-
conled copper blocks mounted' at different distances frorr. the ultraviolet
radiation source. -'Three exposure chambers are -used. In tvo of these'
elisaberti pairs ofJsaxple holders are pernanentl; Installed at 3.0, *.6,
7.5, .imd 11.2,inches fros. the"nource. Theee distances give nominal irra-
dlonces of 10, 5j 2 ar-1 1 "nuns" of ultraviolet energy- A flux density
of'on* tun" of Gear ultraviolet radiation Is herein defined as the flux
density of extraterrestrial radiation at'one actrcncstcal unit fros the
sjm, in the vavelenptb interval frc* 2UOOA to UOOC?,. In '.:<e other chanter
A .sample holder* are located"3.5 Inchea from the cou'/ce for a noaical
flu*.density nf 6 "suns:" ..
-" Sormally water la passe! tbrcu&b cr.pper tubes -cldered to the sample
boldero. 'Ibis maintains the xpcclncn tiliqieirat.ureo betv-een 6>°F and 95°?,
depending on the taj. water tanpemture rend the ultraviolet irrac'lance et
the>> sample holders; At the 10 Van" pU lit ton, vlth no cooling except by
•radiation to the cnaobcr-walls and by araduction through the sanple bolder
to, the base plate, the 3teady-state sac pie temperature Ic abou*. 500°P.
Through'controlled use jt cooling water'and* additional conduction paths
' from the sample" holders, specimen temperatures between SO°F and yxfv caa
be 'achieved. For cryogenic Cempcrotures liquid nitrogec can be passed
through the cooling tubes. -
•'High.vacuums in the range of ?j0^6 to,10*7 Tb'rr are maintained with
electronic high vacuum pump» using standard vacuum techniques.
1
 "' ' ' Spectral Reflectance Keasurenents ' '
Borxal spectral reflectance measurements are performed with a Gary
,Nodel Ib SpectrophotoiDeter'wltb integrating sphere ettecbcent. Tin solar
irradiacce data of P. S. Johnson (Rel'. 1) is'used as too btsls for calcu-
lations of solar aesorptonce and of one "su=" of ultraviolet energy..
> • • • • . " exfoaxafta. rssaiss
1
 . Exposure Dependency of Doxage
• ,p • . " • . ' ' • •.' " .-.^  -. ' • . • ( • •
•„ pitrrvlolet radiation exposure Is herein defined ao the product of
ultrr'Holet radiation intemlty multiplied by the exj^sure tiae. Ite
unit, of exposure is "sun-hours;11 Degradation increases with 'Increasing
intensity 'And wi-U: Increasing exposure tioe.
?&".usual(Barking &scum^tlon is that a reciprocal relationship exists
, between the eff«ct» of 'tiae;aa4''ultravlolafirntdlaace, with regard to the
I ,v. darage'produced; i.e., exposure to one "mm", for ten hours"trtll produce .
• ' the sane effect ax oxpcmire to 10 *svns" for one hour, this assumptloa
serves as a useful first ajipTOidmatloa; it has not been verified for the'
oaterlals undsr discussion. At leant port of the difficulty in atteaptlnac'r
to prove or disprove reciprocal behavior of a given material lien In lanj/-
to-lnop apectnl output .variations and tei^poral spectral shifts of*a given r)anp output. •. , . .,,"'. . . , ' ' • - . . , ,•
* Elot»,pf snlar abeorptance (O3) vs. .- exposure {'tun-boon*) for 6
materials are given In Fig. 1. ^Tbe exposure time's tsre 50 to :S75 hours
with nominal intensities of 1, 2, 5 and 10°»uas.* MIK assumption is made
that reciprocity holds. Even If reciprocity aid not bold,ejinetly, ,the -
comparison of degradation of materlalo at the 6a.ie_htgh"lntondlty should
reflect their relative stability for screwing; purposed. ' , \
In general, the solar absorptahc^-'tacreeses vlth exposure but at £
decreasing rate and .appears to approach a saturation value ,th«t,tr less
than unity (usually between 0.6>ard 0:2). The materials are- described
more completely In Tbble 1. It should be noted that the three comcerclal
paints are ofr-tbe-EVwlf-aaterlals vhlch «erevnotx originally .developed
for space use. -Their Immediate availability, 'ea8e>of~appilcation/\and <?
low cost are, major reasons for their selection.. More; traportanVty, for •
short-lived vehicles (less than one month's orbital. itfetlrae)*or in loca-
tions where a certain ancraV of envtrotuentalf damage la poraianlble, these
materials have ,provlftod successful thermal control. , . :
 s / . ' .4 '
the data demonstrates 'the general superiority of aillcate aod.oillcone
syatens to organic -paints. This dnta Is
 ; representative of .tliateiapioyed
ering design use . (Ref..Z) \- ^ >^ "* .- . "
" " . ' ' . ' . * " ~ P . -
for engine
-
Denperature Dependettc.v of Donsoge
'
o • - • - . .y.term Vis an approslaatlon of the energy of aftlvetloo for, the , ,;
lo SO]AT
SUITJ.. Tbe .valueo
" '
n I' f
feraoetero'Correlating-Results of
lemperature-Dependaacy Studies'
' . Plgaent/Blnder
Syn. 0.78
0.50
0/33
1.00 .
0.93.
w(ev)
. 0.053
G.0b9
0.032
0.05.
0.053
-v
Five samples of white surface coatings were exposed slxultaneoualy to
ultraviolet radiation at the same distapce-fro.ii the source. With different '
cooling paths tor each aanple holder the gasping ,,were aolntalntd at five
different temperatures in the range fres about ,9O°? to 500°F during'expo-
sure. Spectral reflectance •measurements; were made after an'eipcsurB^of JO "
hours at a nominal intensity of lO "«vms" of near, ultraviolet radiation;' , '
An unexoosed.sample was"'used as,a control-coating. Solar abacrptar.ceoV.(as) w«re determined froa the reflectance data. These together with!the °,6'
increase'in solar obsorptance (O.OQ) are. given in 1»ble'.2^ Plots o?-tSe'
spectral absorptance data for two of the"five materials are shewn 'In •
Pigs. '<: and 3. _. -,r •._..-„-... p '-, " '• ' - ' " •' '"", ,fbe Increase ln,solar abscrptance ^AOs) has been correlated graphic
colly to within •+ 10$ as a function-of ,temperature^accoraing to »be;relo~ " I
tlensJiip:-. - . " " - . . . . ' ., - "_ '•'.'£ .
 ('. -''•-«;, ^"'f^f-'' ' ,° 'p>a ' ; |
• ' - , - ' • • Aa.tA.-ft^ - '*i^ 4 ,. ^.-r . %*/._•:' / -
^ . Tr^. ^ -
While tbe' Increase In' snlar : absorptance ,'io of practical importance,
the spectral dUdRes la avsorptance are of inte»»t in the study of the
proceeooo involved In degredatioe. the opectrel objorptance curve for
the TlGg/epoxy surface coating are shewn' in ?itf. S. .An Initial large
ebaagE Tn absorptance due to exposure to ultraviolet rod let ion at 92°F is
' observed. At Increoslcg tcoperatures the sane exposure cauces a general
Increase 'li absorptance with a fairly regular pattern. A slight {decrease
In absorptance in the Infrared region Is noted, tte ohapc of the curve
at 505°F appears to deviate froa tie pattern as if a different process cr
' « different rate. of degradation has begun. ", ..
The opectral eboojpt aace' curved for tie ZrOg-^lOs/kjGlOj surface coat-
Ing -lnKPig..3<shov a lar£e initial^ enange 'in abeorptance due to exposure
< to aitravlolet radiation atj.'Qf/'P*' As tiie exposure' temperature increases,
UuT'obsbrptance Increases in the- visible and lafrnred regions of the spec-
t run" but decreabee^ ic the ultroiriolet region. Bie net result >Ji an
increase In the eclar abeorptttrice with Increasing' tcojierabirc. ,
. .•"/ ' ' =^*- "irradiation JA»s-iength 'Dependency of Duaoge
• " "'".''' • » ' • % . ' ' , ' '* '" '"" " " " •• » • . , , n o „ . .
^. been used. with tie A-E6 lat» fctt study tfio encrgetlcb of
flegroilotlon c<"vilte surfaces. Ident'ical apeciaecs were placof side by
,. sldc/«f'the.eeaie aiBtimrn fna the A-H6 laspj one .apecliben would have a
'V f— ^ r "<> '^^ :.<"»L«*e.,0ti>er woul<J te bare., Sransoloolon spectra marc ,
> , obtalocxj 'fir ill filters erfpleyed. Sectral
'
,
Spectral reflectance data for7
 *" ' " • -
increase   absorptance due to the tciperature effects dorlog enpo-
of A and W are tatulated.belcv.i : -<"-%. 5*- •-? i? • • ' &3.'°<
' ' ' ' ' ' ' '- " '
:
" , .^.^ ^UM. io-u iueacau>g or decrease in tl» oblar itb^
•orptaoce. 1Bie eaergetlcs for'tbese-prtxastes con be il£uatratea scbc=att-
cftliv ea btL~- '« "'•>* . ' • • - * - • - • -, - •
ttERGV BARRIER
' ' i/n
ENERGETICS OF DEGRADING AND BLEACHINC
f l
OK* initial Btste la a unite surfec* of low as.' If; this aiarfac* la .
exposed-to photon'energies greater than the threshold ijnergy (hVl) the.° , .
energy barrier 1» surpassed and the process can proceed to the final state.
Jhia atat* Is Indicated by;» shift in the absorption edge to longer VCOB-
lengths and en Increase In 0,. Since bV2, the threshold energy for the „
reverse process, la leas than >Vl, the threshold energy for the forward
process, this process la also povolble. Bo«ever,-the rate is oot only
dependent on sufficient energy but oo the v-nsbabillty that the radiation .
la absorbed and that all of the reactanta are present. Before d«grada- o
tlon ha* cu-uiiea no Maartilng i» possible. As the degradation process
proceeds the rata of bleaching will increase. When the ratas of the 1b»»- .^
proeoasti-are •••$•! arvequlllBrHai wlU/bs reaenad.- . j e . . £ ^
file *-n~ .^^  expirtaanta ,wer* dooa'in vicuiai.andrthe.bla.ihin* . o
. experiavnta in air.^  ttl* fact aay b* al«nlficaiiti' diqpeDdinB oo th»fpro-..
ceases Involve. Optical daa«g» could result froaj the br«aMn« of oxytjn.
bonds tad suboeojient naeval o* oxygen. In such ,caa«s: tha^ reverae reaction.
•i«nt be alow In a vacmm aalaamea.'K fm It the photon'^ iargy bT2;»ar«
r••' .^^r4x».^rf' ta~±**t*tg-^ifli rmt'ofotr. Bmaixr.' upon axposuCT
of ttie dasraded aurface in air to photon eiiargie* graatar than hV2>>4 1?5»
- I, from the ^experiments described, limits and ranges of threshold energies
, for the photo degrading and bleaching process for some materials have'been
found. Tbeae are'••tabulated below:
- ,. * Threshold Energies Sbr Degrading and Bleaching
Piaaeot/Binder
; .Syn.
TiO^ejoxy
• . . -. i'. 4 1
Kte exact processes of degradation and bleaching are not known ex
this tine. 'As suggeotan, removal of oxygen mav be involved. The procens
of breaking one chemical bond and making another nay be occurring, espe-
cially iu polymsric materials. The production of electron-bole pairs in
dielectrics llJca the pigments <*«"* happen. Subsequent trapping of freed
• electrons at' imperfection sites can result In'coloration. <
u B» changes In the spectral absorptaoc? curve far the ZrOj-SiOg/'
<« KsfiO^  system (Fig- 6) ousgests a single reversible-process. With photon
energies "greater than bVj. In vacuum there is a Darked Increase in absprpt-
•.. ance in the ultraviolet region. Photon energies lers »h»» hVl did net
~',cause this increase. In air, photons of £oergies becwecn hVl and bV2
rauHftfl the original changes ,ln the spe-jtral reflectance curve to be alxost
completely reversed- ~ ^
v In the TlOj/epoxy &ystea pbotcn energies greater *•>"" hV^  ceased the
absorption edge to shift to longer wavelengths (Fig. >>). Riotons with
energy less than bV< did not, (Fig. 5) but the absorptance Increased In
the risible and infrared regions of the spectrum more than when energy
of greater than bV, was present. Both changes were partially reversed
upon exposure in air to photons with energy betuero hVx and hV2. Ibis
mor« complicated behavior of'the TiOs/epoxy system Indicates oorc than a
single, reversible process.. The threshold energy hV^  tabulated above i&
"for the absorption edge rhift. The value for hVz la for both reverse
lova^/t sarfaces suffer an lacrcaae in Oa upon exposure to ultrt-
vlolet radiation in vammi; .tikis danags is eonaaotd both by Increased
altravlolet* flux deaslty e^d by increased exposure tlae. *^**» supposition
~ of •>• reciprocal relatlenaMp betmaap flex density and exposure tlae appears
to be a valid verklng assuoptlon for development of rough engineering Cata. ,
It allow) the use of accelerated tests In materials development and"evalua-
tlon programs. Solar absorptanece as e function of exposure In "nun-hours"
Increase at a decreasing rate and appear to approach a saturation value
ihat la less than unity for all materials studied.
Sauries of white surface coatings degraded more vlf;h Increasing tempe-
reture over the temperature range 9007 to 500°F. The energies of activa-
tion for toe Increase lo solar aosorptance due to the temperature effects'
during exposure for toe materials studied are estimated to be In the range
from 0.03 to 0.05 ev. However, the spectral absorptancc dld,.not Increase
with Increasing temperatures over the entire oolar spectrum. In fact, In
some regions the degraded absorptance decreased.
Threshold energies for the shift to longer wavelength of the ultra-
violet absorption edge have been found to be about k-5 ev for the tutorials
studied. This absorption edge shift Is a primary but not the only cause
for the Increase In solar abgorptance. Bleaching In air for the zsae-
materials occurs with photon energies of less than J.J *>v. '
• ,, Further detailed studies are requited tc Identify the. first-border
dvuge nechanlsBS In practical lev Og/c materials. This Information Is •
desired both to guide material Aevelopnent efforts, and'to Improve predic-
tions of operational performance based on laboratory data.
 (.
1. Johnson, f. S. (editor): Satellite* Environment Handbook. Stanford
University Press, 1961.
2. Lockheed Missiles and Span Coi Thenophyiic* Design Handbook.
" Beport Ho. 8-55-6)-), Lockheed WaeUe* and Space &•>., 1963
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'temperature Dependency, Data'
•Heap. (°F)
Syn. U-.
U6C" Experimental Pilnt
UtSC Experimental Paint
IKSC iaqperlnental Faint
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(A. Bnnm AtS3 Color 3A9165)
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Paint'(517-W-l)
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RUUtOBUS RUOLffi 1W* A BOaSlVROBIB STOW Q? OIOM,VXCUX <
' DSE3M&TIOH 9
•- ,- -By J. C. Arveaen, 0. B. Reel, and\p.'C. Sbav
Covarleona of laboratory results of ultraviolet degradation
of thevnal-oontrol coatings for opaceeraft vlth data obtained
during flight In apace h&ve'auasia generally poor agreement in the
rate of coating degradation. Consequently,"It has beccne sps«r«nt
that laproveaents > »ist be nade la laboratory ultraviolet-elmulfl." .
tlon technlQuea. to Hovenber of 1962. a rouad-roMn tea ting pro-:
gran ws organised lr an atteqpt to advance the technology of
ultraviolet testing of theival-control coatings, m this prograii.
k
of four different: temperature-control coatings were
distributed aoong a umber of organisations for,itesta In their ,-
id>tzwldet slBul&tlon facilities. Sixteen trri''M^lmrt'i **"*** cure--'
participating in the program. Three of the coatlags vexe known
to be unstable when opposed to ultraviolet, whereas the fourth" _
was considered to be relatively stable. 13x stable coating and taro
of the unstable saniplea have teen' included In the .cooplenent^of ^
test coatings for the flight eniB&lvlty ea^erlflent on the 8~1T
Orbiting Solar Obflervatory. The satellite will be launched early
in ISbft, and results from this e^eriment should prbrlde a'baaifl^
for evaluating the capability of the various laboratory facilities
to slmOjate the degrading effects of 'solar, ultraviolet radiation."
*i^ »» infovisatlon presented Is based ^t •« preJtllAizKUpy analysis
of the results reported by approximately 'half of the particlpanto.
Bie rate of,Increase In solar absorptance of"the test coatlngn
varied widely.anoDg the different investigators. For ezaaple, the
rate of degrailfitlrtiv of ggnjles of one of theccpatlngc was found ,to
differ by factors eiceedlng 50. ]£~ad<tltloa, lirttlnl valuer :of,- ,
solar ah;;orptcnce for the SRBB coatiugo were found to dirrof In—_
. BODB cases by nearly 100 percent.' . :' '" - ' • '
ft-i n-ln'-ary analynla of the reeulta bbtained frw; thia .
 B
progrsa llluatratea VM need to atondarilre teat techniques for O
ultraviolet degradatlbn studies', apj^to oVutln canrrlAtlona at' ^ *
laboratory •easureBentii with d«t» fcttn during flight In the • ' ~ ,
actual apace enrlroosmt. it is also evliemt thXt etai/:aWtta- ,
tl^Tn of"•cairaresent ^*^^*^n5mi*'J fof letcmlnlng ^r* [<i*T-vi^»^4i>t<<»
properties la required.'' '- , - . ^»' " '" " - " " • O ~c
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